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ABSTRACT 

Optical burst switching (OBS) is a promising technology designed to meet the 

growing demands for internet handwidth and better Quality of Service (QoS). This 

technology provides all optical and high speed switching to overcome the bottleneck 

of electronic routers in the core network. In this thesis, I describe several critical 

issues that affect OBS networks. I highlight the need to resolve contention efficiently 

and cost-effectively to improve QoS in OBS networks. 

Techniques to resolve contention include wavelength conversion, deflection 

routing, optical buffering, and burst segmentation. Amongst these techniques, 

deflection routing is the most cost-effective because it requires no extra hardware 

and offers high throughput at low loads. However, deflection routing has 

shortcomings such as high burst loss at high loads and a high number of late packet 

arrivals, which hinder its performance. Hence, the aim of our study is to reduce the 

number of late packet arrivals due to burst deflections and to increase the efficiency 

of deflection routing. For this purpose, we propose an emission and discard priority 

(EDP) scheme. 

The EDP scheme assigns emission and discard priorities to bursts based on 

their QoS requirements. This type of burst differentiation allows routers to deflect 

bursts selectively and efficiently in the core network. Through simulations, I compare 

the performance of the deflection with EDP scheme, the no-deflection (drop policy) 

scheme. and the deflection scheme. I show that the deflection with EDP scheme has 

a higher throughput than the no-deflection scheme. and a higher throughput than 

the deflection scheme for loads L ~ 0.7 . Furthermore, I shm\' that the deflection with 

EDP scheme has a lower proportion of late packet arrivals than the deflection 

scheme at all loads. As a result, the deflection with the EDP scheme outperforms the 

deflection scheme in terms of goodput for L ~ 0.7. Although the deflection scheme 

has higher goodput than the deflection with EDP scheme at low loads (L < 0.7), the 
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deflection with EDP scheme performs fewer burst deflections, with a minimal loss in 

goodput. Hence, the deflection with EDP scheme has a higher goodput per deflection 

ratio, and is therefore more efficient than the deflection scheme without EDP. 
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combines the properties of both optical circuit switching and optical packet 

switching (Figure 1.2). 

0-0-0 

CIRCUIT SWITCHING 
BURST SWITCHING 

PACKET SWITCHING 
O-O-O/O-E-O 

O-E-O 

0-0-0 = All Optical Switching 

O-E-O = Optical - Electronic - Optical Switching 

Figure 1.2 Merging Switching Technologies. 

In Optical Burst Switching, incoming packets from various sources are 

assembled into blocks of data called bursts, at the edge nodes of the network. When 

a burst is generated, it is buffered in a queue for a waiting time referred to as offset 

time (Figure 1.3). During the offset time, a control packet, which is referred to as 

burst header packet (BHP), is sent ahead of the burst to configure switches along 

the burst's path (Figure 1.3). When the offset period expires, the burst follows the 

predefined route set by its BHP and is transmitted through the network all-optically 

(Figure 1.3). As a result. no electronic or optical buffering is necessary for the burst. 

However, because the BHP is processed electronically, the offset time should be long 

enough to prevent the data burst from catching up with the BHP. 

During its electronic processing, the BHP also specifics the duration of the 

incoming burst to allow the node to reconfigure its switch for other incoming bursts. 

Hence. a higher degree of statistical multiplexing is achieved because multiple traffic 

sources can access the same set of resources. Furthermore, due to data being 

transmitted in large bursts, the switching requirements of OBS are less than the 

switching requirements of OPS. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Optical Switching 

The rapid growth of the internet has stimulated a pressmg need for higher 

bandwidth. Optical networks, with their high transmission capacity, have the 

potential to meet the increasing demands for internet bandwidth. To take advantage 

of this high transmission capacity, an optical technology called Dense Wavelength 

Division ~Iultiplexing (DWDM) was introduced. This technology exploits the high 

potential bandwidth (over 50 Tb/s) of the optical fiber by dividing it into different 

channels using a different wavelength of light for each channel. In this way, different 

types of data traffic from different technologies such as IP and SONET /SDH can be 

multiplexed onto a single fiber line. DWD1\l technology achieves over 160 

wavelengths/channels, with each wavelength carrying up to 10 Gbps. 'Wavelength 

capacities of 40 Gbps are expected ill the nem future. 

Various switching technologies have been proposed to support the transport of 

data over DWDJ\l networks. Optical Circuit Switching (OCS) was the first 

switching technology to enable the transmission of data over D\VDM networks 

(Figure l.1). In Optical Circuit Switching, an end-to-end connection (lightpath) is 

set up between a node pair using a dedicated wavelength on every link along the 

path. The time needed to set up a lightpath is on the order of milliseconds, and 

therefore to be efficient the data transmission time should be on the order of 

minutes. Long data transmission times make OCS ideal for voice traffic. However, 

the burstiness of data traffic [1, 2] requires short data transmission times. Short data 

transmission times lead to the inefficient utilization of bandwidth. OCS is therefore 

not convenient for the transport of data traffic. The burstiness of data traffic calls 

for the development of other methods for the transport of data over DWDM 

net\vorks. 
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/..1 

/..2 

't = Electronic Switching Time O-E-O = Optical - Electronic - Optical Switching 

Figure 1.3 Transmission of a Burst Header Packet and a Data Burst on Separate Channels. 

Table 1-1 summarizes the available optical switching technologies. We can see 

that OBS appears to have the best of both the OCS and OPS paradigms, while 

avoiding their pitfalls. 

Table 1-1 Comparison of Optical Switching Technologies. 

Optical 
Bandwidth Connection Optical Processing Data Traffic Switching 

Technology 
Utilization Setup Processing Overhead Support 

OCS Low High Not Required Low Low 

OPS High Low Required High High 

OBS High Low 
Not 

Low High 
Required 

1.2 An Optical Burst Switched Network for Africa 

Although the demand for internet bandwidth is growing around the world, it 

is limited on the African continent. This limited demand of internet bandwidth is 

mainly due to a poor telecommunications infrastructure, which isolates Africa from 

the rest of the world. The poor state of telecommunications in Africa is further 

aggravated by the high cost of telephone calls to other African countries and the loss 
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of telecommunication revenue to Europe. The internet is an unlimited source of 

information that is necessary to boost the development of Africa. The current 

penetration of internet usage in Africa represents only 1.1% of its population. To 

provide internet to African countries in a cost-effective manner, it is necessary to 

develop an efficient fiber-optic backbone that interconnects Africa with the rest of 

the world [3]. 

Optical burst switching (OBS) has been identified as a cost-effective and 

promising switching paradigm for transferring data over the optical fiber. The rapid 

progress of the OBS concept from theoretical investigations to actual 

implementations [4] makes it a viable candidate to support the transfer of data over 

the African network in the future. 

1.3 Problem Statement Improving QoS in Optical 

Burst Switched Networks 

The inherent challenge in OBS networks is to provision QoS in a simple and 

effective way. The objective of OBS is to eliminate the bottleneck that electronic 

routers cause in the core of optical networks. To eliminate this bottleneck, it is 

important to minimize the complexity of the core network by pushing the network 

intelligence to the edge. In this way, we can reduce the delays incurred in 

transmitting data. However, OBS compromises the guarantee of packet 

transmissions, through wavelength path reservation (optical circuit switching), with 

bandwidth utilization. This compromise means that OBS uses a one-way reservation 

scheme (optical packet switching), which maximises link utilization and minimizes 

transmission delay. As a result, the level of QoS drops because the probability of 

contention between bursts increases in the network. Resolving contention in an 

efficient and cost-effective manner therefore becomes a high priority to improve QoS 

in the OBS domain. 

Techniques to resolve contention include wavelength conversion, optical 

buffering, deflection routing, and burst segmentation. The focus of this thesis is on 
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deflection routing. Studies have shown that deflection routing increases throughput 

in OBS network [5]. The main advantage of deflection routing is that it requires no 

extra hardware in the core network and is therefore cost-effective. However, 

deflection routing has a negative impact on burst loss at high traffic loads. In 

addition, deflection routing increases the average end-to-end transmission delay of 

bursts and therefore leads to late packet arrivals. As a result, the amount of data 

that reaches destination within its delay requirements is reduced. This amount of 

data is also referred to as goodput. 

In this thesis, I introduce an emission and discard priority (EDP) scheme for 

OBS. This EDP scheme consists in providing efficient service class differentiation at 

the edge and the core of the network based on traffic requirements. I implement the 

EDP scheme to improve the efficiency of deflection routing and reduce its end-to-end 

transmission delays. In this way, the effect of deflection routing on late packet 

arrivals is reduced and the QoS of the OBS network is enhanced in terms of goodput. 

Eliminating the major shortcomings of deflection routing will help to establish it as 

an effective contention resolution scheme for OBS networks. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

The objectives of this study are as follows: 

• Investigate the impact of resolving contention with deflection routing 

on OBS networks. 

• Propose and simulate an emission and discard priority (EDP) scheme 

to improve the efficiency of deflection routing. 

• Improve the good put of deflection routing in OBS networks with the 

EDP scheme. 

• Determine whether deflection routing is an effective contention 

resolution scheme for OBS networks. 
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1.5 Scope and Limitations of Research 

This study does not investigate the other shortcomings of deflection routing 

which include out-of-order packet arrivals and the need to set an offset time that 

caters for extra burst delays inside the network. These shortcomings of burst 

deflections are considered to have secondary impact in proportion to late packet 

arrivals in the network. 

1.6 Thesis Outline 

This section describes the outline of this thesis. 

In Chapter 2, we provide a detailed review of the current literature in specific 

areas of OBS. We describe fundamental issues such as burst assembly, signaling, 

scheduling, contention resolution and QoS. 

Chapter 3 highlights specific issues concerning contention resolution 

techniques in OBS networks. We introduce an emission and discard priority (EDP) 

scheme to eliminate the shortcomings of deflection routing. and improve QoS of OBS 

networks. 

In Chapter 4, we explain the details of our experiment. \V e describe the 

details of our simulation environment as well as the parameters used to simulate the 

proposed deflection routing with EDP scheme. 

Chapter 5 evaluates the performance of the deflection with EDP scheme 

based on QoS metrics such as throughput, delay and goodput. Our simulation results 

compare the cases of the no-deflection scheme. the deflection scheme and the 

deflection with EDP scheme. 

In Chapter 6, we summarize the findings of our experiment and give 

recommendations for future work. 
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2 Optical Burst Switched Networks 

The objective of this chapter ifl to surn'y previoufl work done in Optical Burst 

Switching (OBS). The chapter outlinc is as follmvs. Section 2.1 introducefl the 

concept of OBS and itfl proposed network architecture. In Section 2.2 and Section 

2.3, we review methods of burst assembly and describe the reservation techniques 

used in OBS. Section 2.4 evaluates proposed scheduling schemes for OBS. Section 2.5 

discusses different contention resolution techniquefl for thc core network, and Section 

2.6 describes several schemes used to achieve QoS in an OBS network. 

2.1 Optical Burst Switching Technology and 

Archi tect ure 

The concept of Optical Burst Switching (OBS) was proposed in [6-8]. The 

motivation behind the OBS concept is a network that supports the burstiness of data 

traffic and requires limited or no delay at the intermediate nodes in the network. 

OBS aims at transmitting data transparently over D\VD""I links at high speed and 

with high efficiency to provide good quality of service (QoS) to all users. In this 

section, we define the OBS network architecture and the technology needed to 

implement it. Figure 2.1 presentfl the network architecture of an OBS network. 
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Figure 2.1 An Optical Burst Switched Network. 

An OBS network consists of edge routers and core routers that are 

interconnected using DWDM links (Figure 2.1). In Optical Burst Switching, packets 

are transported throughout the network as blocks of data called bursts. A burst 

consists of multiple IP packets aggregated at the ingress of an OBS network. Edge 

routers are the transition point between an OBS core network and other access 

networks. They are responsible for assembling packets into bursts and scheduling 

them for transmission on outgoing wavelengths. Core routers are responsible for 

forwarding data bursts inside the core network (Figure 2.1). 

The ingress edge node assembles incoming packets with the same destination 

(egress edge node) and/or quality of service parameters (e.g. delay requirements) 

into a burst. This process is called burst assembly or burstification (Figure 2.2). 

To same 
Egress Edge 

Source i 

Source i+N 

• • • 
Ingress 
Edge 

Router/Node 

Burst header 
Packet 

.................... 0. .} T~~r": 

Burst 

Figure 2.2 Burst Assembly at the edge of an OBS Network. 
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Burst Heade 
Packet 

From OBS{" •.....•.....•..•. 0.... EEg;;:s 

core II II II II ~ Router I Node 
Burst 

destination j 

destination j+M 

To Corresponding 
Destinations 

Figure 2.3 Burst Disassembly at the edge of an OBS Network. 

Burst disassembly or deburstification is the reverse process. and occurs at the 

egress edge node (Figure 2.3). During deburstification. the egress node disassembles 

bursts back into individual packets and forwards them to their respective 

destinations. 

Figure 2.4 reveals the different functionalities implemented within an OBS 

network. The ingress edge node deals with burst assembly, routing and wavelength 

assignment, and scheduling. The core node docs the signalling, scheduling within the 

core and resolves contention issues within the network. The egress edge node 

disassembles bursts and forwards packets to their respective destinations. 

I Input Traff{) Burst Assembly Signaling 

Burst Disassembly 

Routing & 
~ ~ Wavelength Core Scheduling 

Assignment r--v r--v 
Packet Forwarding Output Traffic 

Edge Scheduling 
Contention 
Resolution 

Ingress Edge Node Core Node Egress Edge Node 

Figure 2.4 OBS Functional Diagram. 

Generally, a node encompasses the functionalities of both an edge and a core 

node. The core node consists of a switch control unit (SeU) and an optical cross-
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connect (OXC) (Figure 2.5). The SCU interprets header packets, schedules bursts, 

resolves contention, maintains a forwarding table, controls the switching matrix, 

rewrites header packets, and changes output wavelengths when necessary. When a 

BHP arrives at the core node, the SCU identifies the output port and consults the 

routing signalling processor to locate the output port. If the output port is available, 

the seu configures the OXC to switch the data burst when it arrives. In case the 

output port is not available, the SCU applies the contention policy of the network to 

resolve the problem. 

CHG 

Optical Switching Matrix 

CHG = Control Channel Group 

DCG = Data Channel Group 

x MUX 

D 

Figure 2.5 Core Router Architecture. 

CHG 

DCG 

The edge node consists of a switching matrix and burst assembly units 

(Figure 2.6). The switching matrix forwards the packets that arrive at the egress 

node to the burst assembler. At this point, the burst assembler assembles packets 

depending on their destination and QoS parameters. Each assembly queue 

corresponds to a specific egress edge router and a specific class. \Vhen bursts reach 

the egress edge router, they are disassembled into packets and forwarded to the 

higher layers of the network. 
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S: Scheduler 

BA: Burst Assembler 

n 

Prioritized Packet Queue 
.... . .. .. . .. 

'-S-W-jt-ch-j-ng-m-a-tr-ix-' ••••••••••• • ••••••• 
~-----t •• 

BA 

N 
BA 

Figure 2.6 Architecture of an OBS Ingress Edge Router. 

When designing an OBS network, physical-layer issues such as attenuation, 

dispersion, and fiber nonlinearities have to be considered. Although these issues are 

common to all-optical networks, they may cause serious concern in the design and 

implementation of an OBS networks [9]. Refer to [9, 10]for further details on the 

physical constraints of building OBS networks. 

In the next section, we describe and analyse the current ways of assembling 

packets at the ingress node of an OBS network. 

2.2 Burst Assembly Techniques 

Burst assembly is the process of aggregating packets from different sources 

into bursts at the ingress node of an OBS network. The edge node buffers packets 

electronically depending on their class and their destination (egress edge node). The 

key factors in burst assembly are when to create bursts and when to send them into 

the core network. These factors are important because of the bufferless nature of an 

OBS network. Hence, the way in which packets are assembled has a direct influence 

on the performance of the network in terms of bandwidth efficiency, burst loss rate 

and transmission delay. 
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To assemble packets in an efficient manner, researchers have proposed a 

number of burst assembly techniques. These assembly techniques can be classified as 

timer-based, burst length-based or both [11-14]. 

2.2.1 Timer-based Burst Assembly Algorithm 

Algorithm I: Fixed Assembly Period Algorithm [14J 

This algorithm assembles packets based on a fixed time interval T. Packets 

that arrive during T are assembled into a burst (Figure 2.7). The timer is set when 

the first packet arrives at To. At Tl, a time out occurs, and all the packets that 

arrived during T form a burst. Although this algorithm is simple, the assembly time 

interval T is fixed. Thus, if T is too large, the packet delay can be intolerable, and 

packets can arrive late at their destination (egress edge node); if T is too small, a 

large number of short bursts is generated, which causes a high control overhead at 

the core routers within the network. The timer interval needs to be carefully set to 

achieve an acceptable performance in the core network. vVe note that the Fixed 

Assembly Period algorithm fails to take into account the burstiness and the QoS 

requirements of incoming data packets. 
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Figure 2.7 Fixed Timer-based Assembly. 
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2.2.2 Burst Length-based Assembly Algorithm 

Algorithm II: Maximum Burst Length-based Assembly 

In this algorithm, bursts are assembled using a maximum burst size. The 

assembly process is similar to the time based assembly algorithm. The only 

difference is that packets are assembled using a fixed burst size (Figure 2.8); hence, 

when the sum in bytes of the packets reaches the maximum burst size, a burst is 

generated. This mechanism ensures that a sufficient number of packets are 

assembled at once, and thus prevents a high control overhead at the core routers 

( due to short bursts). However, the end-to-end delay that packets will experience is 

not guaranteed, which implies that packets can arrive late at destination. QoS, in 

terms of end-to-end delay requirements, is therefore an important factor to consider 

in the burst assembly process. 

Packet Arrival 

Th h Id (8) res 0 - ____ I 
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Figure 2.8 Burst Length-based Assembly. 

2.2.3 Mixed Timer/Burst Length-based Assembly Algorithms 

A variety of mixed timer/ burst length based assembly algorithms were 

proposed to overcome the deficiencies associated with timer based and burst length 

based assembly algorithms. The general idea is that packets can be sent into the 

networks when a timer (T) expires or when the burst reaches a specific threshold (B) 

as shown in Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.9 l'vIixed timer/burst length based assembly 

Time 

Algorithm III: Minimum Burst Length Maximum Assembly Period 

Algorithm [14] 

This assembly algorithm is based on a minimum burst length and a maximum 

period of assembly to generate bursts. A burst is created whenever the mmlmum 

burst length is exceeded or a timeout occurs, whichever comes first. The mmlmum 

burst length ensures decent burst sizes in the network while the maximum assembly 

period guarantees that the first packet in the burst does not miss its deadline. The 

minimum burst length is set to be lower than the average burst length and the 

maximum assembly period is approximately the difference between the retransmit 

time-out value and the round trip time value of the packet (in the case of TCP 

traffic). Setting the value of the minimum burst length to be lower than the average 

burst length hinders the throughput performance of the network because the burst 

length is not optimal. Furthermore, input packets in a burst have various delay 

requirements and thus, the first packet in the burst does not necessarily have the 

most critical deadline. Thus, the maximum assembly period may not be appropriate 

for the packets that are assembled after the first packet in the burst. In other words, 

the maximum assembly period does not guarantee that subsequent packets in the 
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burst will meet their end-to-end delay requirements. \Ve note that this algorithm is 

designed for TCP traffic. [14] concluded that algorithm III performs similarly to 

algorithm I for TCP traffic. 

Algorithm IV: Max-Time-Min-Max-Length Burst assembly [12] 

The ~Iax-Time-Min-Max-Length burst assembly algorithm is based on a 

maximum assembly period, a minimum burst length and a maximum burst length. 

The assembly period is fixed just like algorithms I and III. A minimum burst length 

ensures a limit on the control overhead in the network similarly to algorithm III 

except that bursts arc not sent out when the minimum burst length is exceeded. 

Instead, bursts are sent out only (1) when the til m out expires or (2) when the 

maximum burst length is reached. A burst is sent out (3) if and only if its 

size/length is greater than or equal to the minimum burst length. In the case where 

condition (1) is satisfied but condition (3) is not met, the size of the data burst is 

increased with padding and sent out immediately. We note that the assembly period 

can be set to ensure that the burst sizes/lengths never reach the maximum burst 

length, in which case the assembly period is the primary criteria in the process of 

burst assembly. 

Algorithm V: Non periodic time interval burst assembly [11] 

This algorithm is different from all the previous algorithms because it uses a 

non-periodic time interval to assemble bursts. In other words, the assembly period 

varies every time a new burst is assembled. Packets are assembled based on their 

destination, a maximum assembly time (which is non-periodic) and a maximum 

burst length. For simplicity, we assume that all the incoming packets have the same 

destination. A timer is started when a packet arrives at the edge node. When a time 

interval T is reached or the size of the burst reaches the maximum burst length M, 

the burst is assembled with a length L. 

The timer is then reset until the next packet arrives. This assembly algorithm 

assembles different traffic classes in different queues to account for QoS in the OBS 
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network. Hence, this algorithm can enhance the burst loss rate and the end-to-end 

packet delay of an OBS network provided an appropriate T is selected whenever a 

burst is assembled. However, how to select T is still an open question [11]. 

Other adaptive assembly algorithms were proposed to dynamically adjust the 

time or the burst length parameters based on real time traffic measurements. They 

provide a better performance but require a high operational complexity [15]. 

2.2.4 The Effect of Burst Assembly on OBS networks 

Although burst assembly creates a delay at the edge of the network, studies 

have shown that burst assembly can have a smoothing effect on bursty data traffic 

[14]. This effect implies that an appropriate burst assembly mechanism can reduce 

the variance in the number of bursts/packets that arrive at a node simultaneously, 

and the variance of the data rate. Thus, burst assembly can improve the overall 

performance of the network, in terms of data loss rate and throughput. The 

smoothing effect of burst assembly on data traffic is only over a short range (short 

time scale). Although [13] claimed that burst assembly could reduce the long range 

(large to infinite time scale) dependence property of input data traffic, [11, 12] 

showed that the long range dependency of data traffic remains unchanged even after 

burst assembly. On the other hand, [16] showed that the long-range dependency of 

data traffic does not affect the performance of the OBS net\vork, in terms of burst 

loss rate, due to its bufferless nature. Because the OBS core network is bufferless, 

the burst assembly process at the edge has a major impact on the performance of the 

network. Thus, a higher emphasis needs to be put on the edge rather than the core 

of the network. 

In the analysis of the packet loss rate in any network. factors such as the 

inter-arrival rate distribution and the packet length distribution of packets need to 

be considered. Although it seems logical to consider the inter-arrival time 

distribution of bursts when measuring the performance of an OBS network, studies 

have shown that the inter-arrival time distribution of packets have a negligible effect 

on the core network's performance [17]. This conclusion was based on the assumption 
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of exponentially distributed burst lengths. On the other hand, [11] concluded that 

because burst lengths follow a Gaussian distribution over constant time interval, it 

may not be appropriate to use an exponential burst length distribution for the 

performance measurements of an OBS core network. The effect of the variance in the 

inter-arrival time distribution of bursts therefore remains an open issue. 

[17] showed that the burst length distribution and its average value, which are 

both dependent on the burst assembly period, affect the performance of an OBS 

network. These parameters affect the performance of the core network, in terms of 

the end-to-end packet delay and the burst drop rate in the OBS network. If the 

burst assembly period is too long, bursts can arrive late at destination. On the other 

hand, if the burst assembly period is too short, a large number of short bursts are 

sent in the network, which causes a higher load of bursts at the core routers [15]. 

Thus, the period of assembly should be optimal for best results. 

Resource reservation is the next step following burst assembly. In the next 

section, we describe how resources are allocated for the transmission of bursts. We 

classify signaling schemes and give an overview of the early burst 

transmission/reservation protocols. We then describe and compare the major OBS 

signalling schemes. 

2.3 Signaling Schemes 

In OBS, resources need to be allocated to ensure the smooth transition of 

bursts over an optical core of the network. Signaling schemes, also known as burst 

reservation protocols, are implemented to allocate the required resources to configure 

the optical switches for incoming bursts. 

Burst reservation protocols are classified with the following characteristics: 

• One-way reservation (no acknowledgment), two-way reservation 

(acknowledgment), or hybrid reservation (partial acknowledgment). 

• Source-initiated, destination-initiated, or intermediate-no de-initiated. 
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• Persistent (waits for blocked resources to be released) or non-persistent 

reservation (uses contention resolution mechanism when resources are 

blocked). 

• Immediate reservation or delayed reservation. 

• Explicit (separate control message) or implicit release of resources. 

• Centralized signaling or distributed signaling. 

Burst reservation protocols in OBS are derived from early bursts transmission 

protocols such as tell-and-wait (TAW) and tell-and-go (TAG). These protocols were 

proposed in [18] for ATM networks. In TAvV. when a burst is ready for transmission, 

a request is sent from the source to the destination to reserve bandwidth resources 

for the burst. When each intermediate node along the way receives the request, it 

reserves an output port for the burst. If the request reaches its destination after 

reserving the necessary resources at all the links along the path, an ACK packet is 

sent back to inform the source to send out the burst immediately. If resource 

reservations are not successful, a NAK is returned to release the previously reserved 

resources for the burst. The source resends it request after a backoff period. We 

classify T A \V as a two-way reservation protocol. 

In the TAG, the node transmits bursts without making any reservations in 

contrast to the TAW protocol. Bursts need to be delayed at each intermediate node 

to allow time for the reservation of an output port. Fiber Delay Lines (FDLs) are 

used to provide a fixed delay at each input port for the incoming bursts as in Terabit 

Burst Switching [19]. If an output port is not available, reservation fails and a NAK 

packet is sent back to the source. In this way, the source can initiate the 

retransmission of bursts after a backoff time. \Ve classify TAG as a one-way 

reservation protocol. 

Just-In-Time (JIT) [8] and the Just-enough-Time (JET) [6, 7] are the most 

prevailing reservation protocols in optical burst switching. They are both one-way 

reservation protocols, similar to tell-and-go (TAG). and do not require any kind of 

optical buffering at each intermediate node. They accomplish this by allowing the 
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control packet to carry an offset time (Figure 1.3). At each intermediate node, the 

offset time bet\veen the control packet and its corresponding burst reduces to 

account for the processing delay of the control packet. 

2.3.1 Immediate Reservation (Just-In-Time) 

The Just-In-Time (JIT) reservation scheme is an example of an immediate 

reservation mechanism. At an intermediate node, an output port is reserved 

immediately after the arrival and processing of the control packet (BHP). If no 

output port is free when the BHP arrives, it is rejected and the corresponding burst 

is dropped. Figure 2.10 illustrates the reservation mechanism of JIT on a single 

channel. 

BHP1 arrival 

Free 

1· 
T 

offset 1 _I 

t1 t2 

Reserved 

BHP: Burst Header Packet 

Data: Data burst 

BHP 2 arrival 

1.T offset.2r-, --------. 
_ . Data 2 

t3 t4 tS 

Free Reserved 

Figure 2.10 An Immediate Reservation ~Iechanism (JIT). 

t6 
Time 

The channel can be either free or reserved. When the first burst header 

packet (BHP l) arrives at the node, the channel is free, and therefore available for 

reservation. After accepting BHP l, the node reserves the channel for a period t3-tl 

for the incoming data burst (Datal). The time interval t2-t1 is the offset time 

between the BHP and the data burst. Any BHP that arrives between t1 and t3 is 

rejected since the channel is reserved until the last bit of the data burst (Datal) is 

transmitted. The length of the period t3-tl is equal to the sum of the offset time 

(Toffsl',I) and the length of the burst (Datal). vVe note that the next scheduled burst 
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(Data2) on the channel is not necessarily the next burst to arrive at the node but 

rather the next burst to arrive at the node when the wavelength is free (after t3). 

2.3.2 Delayed Reservation (Just-Enough-Time and Horizon) 

JET [6, 7] and Horizon [19] both usc a delayed reservation mechanism. Here, 

an output wavelength/channel is reserved just before the arrival of the first bit of 

the burst at the intermediate node. If no output channel is available, the burst 

control packet (BHP) is rejected and the corresponding burst is dropped. Because 

bursts do not arrive at the node one right after the other, intervals called voids are 

created on the channels. The main difference between JET and Horizon is that JET 

attempts to fill these voids whereas Horizons docs not. 

Delayed reservation scheme without void filling (Horizon) 

Under Horizon, the node keeps track of the scheduling horizon of each 

channel in the fiber. The scheduling horizon of a channel is the latest reservation 

time of bursts on a channel (i.e. the time after which no bursts are reserved on the 

channel). In order to reserve a channel for an incoming burst, channels for which the 

scheduling horizon is earlier than the burst arrival time are considered. Amongst 

these channels, the one with the latest scheduling horizon is reserved for the 

incoming burst. In other words, a reservation can be made on a channel if and only if 

the burst arrival time is later than the scheduling horizon of the channel [20]. If no 

output channel is available when the control packet (BHP) arrives, it is rejected and 

the corresponding burst is dropped. Although Horizon attempts to minimize the void 

size between successive bursts, it does not maintain any information about the size 

of the voids. Thus, Horizon cannot fit any short bursts in those voids, leading to a 

waste of resources. Figure 2.11 illustrates the delayed reservation mechanism of 

Horizon on a single channel. 
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Toxe: Switch configuration time 

Figure 2.11 A Delayed Reservation tvlechanism without Void-filling (Horizon). 

As shown in Figure 2.11, the node docs not reserve the channel immediately 

after accepting BHP I in contrast to the JIT reservation protocol. Instead, the node 

schedules Datal for transmission between t3 and t4. t4 becomes the scheduling 

horizon of the channel. The channel remains free until a short period (Toxr) before 

the arrival of the Datal. The node needs a time TuX(' to configure the switch for the 

incoming burst (Datal)' No other bursts can be scheduled during Toxc, so the channel 

is essentially reserved for T ox( + Reserved. After switching Datal. the node frees the 

channel. It then reconfigures the switch at t5 for the incoming data burst (Data2) at 

t6. The delayed reservation of Datal allows Data1 to be scheduled when BHP l arrives 

at t2. At this point, t7 becomes the scheduling horizon of the channel. The channel 

is released at t7 after switching Data2, allowing other bursts to be scheduled. 

Note that the offset of a burst (Datal) may overlap with the offset and/or 

transmission of another (Datal). The order of arrival of BHPs determines the 

reservation order of bursts (i.e. bursts are reserved on a channel in a First Come 

First Serve manner) [20]. 
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Delayed reservation scheme with void filling (JET) 

JET is the most prevalent reservation protocol with void filling. Studies in 

[21] have shown that JET outperforms the Horizon and JIT reservation mechanisms 

in terms of burst loss rate. Under JET, an output channel is reserved for bursts 

whose arrival time is either (1) later than the scheduling horizon of the channel or 

(2) coincides with a void on the channel (2). If the arrival time of a burst 

corresponds to a void, the end of that burst must be earlier than the end of the 

corresponding void to successfully schedule the burst. If no output channel is 

available when the control packet (BHP) arrives. it is rejected and the corresponding 

burst is dropped. Figure 2.12 illustrates the clelayed reservation mechanism with void 

filling on a single channel. We note that bursts scheduled based on conclition (2) 

would be rejected under the Horizon reservation protocol. 

BHP
1 
arrival BHP

2 
arrival 

I 
I 

Toxe I I 
I 

I l' ~ 
Data

2 I ~ Data1 
~ 

t1 t2 t3 t4 ts t6 t7 
Time 

III 
Free T oxe Reserved Free Reserved 

OJ Offset time BHP: Burst Header Packet 

Data: Data burst 

T oxe: Switch configuration time 

Figure 2.12 A Delayed Reservation with Void-filling (JET). 

JET protocol maintains the start and end times of all the scheduled bursts. 

This information allows the node to keep track of all the voids on every channel. 

Thus, JET is the most complex of all the aBS reservation protocols because it has 
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to maintain more channel information. It abo outperforms both JIT and Horizon in 

terms of burst loss rate. Figure 2.12 illustrates the void-filling characteristic of the 

JET protocol. Although BHP2 arrives at the node after BHP l, the node is able to 

schedule Data2 at t3. This is because the arrival (t3) and departure (t4) times of 

Data2 are earlier than the arrival time (t6) of Datal. Thus, reservations are not 

necessarily made in a FCFS manner under the JET protocol. Under Horizon, BHP2 

would be rejected and Data2 dropped. 

2.3.3 Evaluation of Signalling Schemes 

Table 2-1 shows proposed signalling schemes including the early signalling 

protocols, TAW and TAG. All signalling schemes usc a one-way reservation scheme 

except TA'vV, which uses a two-way reservation scheme. The main benefit of using 

one-way reservation is the lower end-to-end delay needed to transmit bursts across 

the optical core at the cost of a high loss of burst due to the contention of resources 

in the network (Table 2-1). We observe that the direction of the signalling schemes 

is the main factor when considering their impact OIl delay and loss. The other factors 

have a negligible effect on delay and loss. 

Table 2-1 Summary of Burst Reservation Schemes. 

Signalling Direction Initiation Reservation Release Delay Loss Void-

Filling 

TAW Two-way Source/ Explicit Explicit High Low No 

destination 

TAG One-way Source Implicit Implicit Low High No 

JIT Ouc-way Somce Explicit Explicit Low High No 

JET One-way Source Implicit Implicit Low High Yes 

Horizon One-way Somcc Implicit Illlplicit Low High No 
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Another important performance parameter to consider is bandwidth 

utilization. The choice of a signalling scheme has a significant effect on the efficient 

usage of bandwidth in the network. For example, the JIT protocol is simpler than 

the JET reservation protocol. It does not require any complex void filling techniques 

unlike JET. It is therefore easier to implement in hardware with our current 

technology. Although the simplicity of JIT makes it easier to implement, it has a 

reduced efficiency in terms of bandwidth utilization. This is because it does not take 

advantage of the voids on the channels as in JET and does not attempt to minimize 

the voids on channels as in Horizon. Furthermore [21] showed that the efficiency of 

JIT reduces significantly as the offset increases in comparison to the JET and 

Horizon reservation protocols. 

The point of OBS is to provide a transition from optical circuit switching 

(OCS) to optical packet switching (OPS). The transition from OBS to OPS will 

require the complexity of current technologies to increase. The implementation of 

optical header processing and optical buffering will require a higher degree of 

complexity than the implementation of JET or Horizon. This complexity is the cost 

of developing technology. Furthermore, the need to improve the network efficiency in 

terms of band\vidth utilization validates the added complexity of JET and Horizon. 

Implementing the best reservation schemes (JET) can only be a step towards the 

implementation of a seamless optical network. \Ve therefore assume that our OBS 

network uses JET for resource reservation. 

In OBS, bursts sent out in the network are buffered for limited periods 

because of the lack of optical RANI (optical buffering). Therefore, scheduling bursts 

in a timely manner is a major concern. To avoid high loss, bursts need to be 

scheduled in a fast and bandwidth efficient manner at the intermediate nodes. In the 

next section, we describe and compare current ODS scheduling techniques. 

2.4 Scheduling Schemes 

Scheduling algorithms are closely related to the hardware architecture of the 

aBS net\\'ork. To implement scheduling techniques in an aBS network. a core router 
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needs to have wavelength conversion capability. The use of Tunable Wavelength 

Converters allows the burst scheduler to schedule a burst from its input port to any 

output port. Below, we describe various scheduling algorithms. 

2.4.1 LAUe / Horizon 

Amongst all the scheduling algorithms, First Fit (FF) is the simplest and 

most intuitive. However, this algorithm is not efficient because it searches for the 

first available channel in the link and schedules the burst. [11] proposed the LAUC 

(Latest Available Unscheduled Channel) algorithm, which is similar to the Horizon 

scheduling/reservation protocol that Turner designed in [19]. In LAUC/Horizon, a 

scheduler keeps track of the latest scheduling horizon of each channel on the link. An 

incoming burst is scheduled on the channel with the latest scheduling horizon 

provided it is still earlier than the arrival time of the burst. LAUC/Horizon aims at 

minimizing voids between channel horizons and burst arrival times. In Figure 2.13, 

the LAUC/Horizon algorithm selects channel Cl. 

New Data Burst 

~ 
__ .L...-. _____ I-, -I1f----1-1 ---------+. C

1 
LAUC/Horizon 

t1 I 1 

, : 1 
1 

t2 1 
__ --'-____ --'-+-__ -I-----LI.,.--____ --'-:-:-_+. C2 LAUC-VF/Min SV 

l' 2 t"2 

, : 
t3 l' 31 

:, 
t4 P'4 

'"--------':----'------'-';-,-------':!-;;-" ---+. C4 Min-EV 
4 

I , I 
t5 I ---"-------+-_--_---':-:-1 -------'-=tl,:-, _. C5 Best-Fit 

l' 5 5 

Time 

Figure 2.13 Illustration of OBS Scheduling Algorithms. 
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2.4.2 LAUC-VF 

The main advantage of LAUC and Horizon is their relative simplicity and 

good performance in terms of execution time. However, they waste bandwidth 

resources because they cannot schedule bursts in voids between existing reservations 

as seen in Figure 2.13 (t2'-t2 void on channel Gl ). LAUC-VF (LAUC with void

filling) was proposed in [11] as an improvement to LAUC. LAUC-VF aims at making 

reservations within existing voids. Thus, LAUC-VF schedules the burst on channel 

C2 rather than channel C1 (Figure 2.13). In this ,yay, LAUC-VF makes better use of 

the available bandwidth and leaves opportunities for future bursts to be scheduled on 

channel Cl. The drawback of LAUC-VF is its high runtime complexity. 

2.4.3 Min-SV, Min-EV and Best-Fit 

While LAUC/Horizon trade bandwidth efficiency for fast running time, 

LAUC-VF trades fast running time for bandwidth efficiency. l\Iin-SV (minimum 

starting void), Min -EV (minimum ending void) and Best-Fit [22], were therefore 

proposed to achieve the running time of LAUe/Horizon while maintaining the high 

bandwidth efficiency of LA UC-VF. 

Min-SV, Min-EV and Best-Fit are all variants of LAUC-VF. Although Min

SV is functionally the same as LAUC-VF (Figure 2.13), it achieves a lower running 

time complexity using a technique from computational geometry [15]. r-..Iin-EV on the 

other hand, minimizes the distance between the end of a new reservation and the 

end of an existing reservation (Figure 2.13). l\Iin-SV and Min-EV are therefore 

conceptually symmetric to each other [22] (Channel C2 and C4 in Figure 2.13). 

The Best-Fit scheduling algorithm minimizes the total length of the starting 

and ending voids when scheduling a burst between two existing reservations (Figure 

2.13). Table 2-2 shows the differences between the scheduling algorithms, which are 

described in terms of runtime complexity, and bandwidth utilization. 
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We use the following notations in Table 2-2 [15] to compare the different 

scheduling algorithms: 

• W: Number of wavelengths at each output port. 

• M: Maximum number of reservations on all channels. 

• Horizon i: Horizon of the ith data channel. 

• Si. j and E i . f Starting and ending time of the jth reservation on channel 

J. 

Table 2-2 Comparison of OBS Scheduling Algorithms. 

Scheduling 
Time complexity State information Bandwidth utilization 

algorithm 

LAUC/Horizon O(W) Horizoni Low 

LAUC-VF O(W log M) S E· I.J I,J High 

Min-SV / Min-EV O(log M) S·E· I,J I,J High 

Best-Fit O(log2M) S·E· LJ I, J High 

As seen in Table 2-2 LAUC/Horizon has the lowest bandwidth utilization. It 

also has the best runtime complexity, which increases linearly with the number of 

wavelengths on each output port. The othcr scheduling techniques have high 

bandwidth utilization but differ in their runtime complexity. r..lin-SV and Min-EV 

algori thms run faster than LA U C-VF. 

Although l'vIin-SV and Min-EV are conceptually symmetric to each other in 

the way they schedule bursts, their performances differ. While the loss rate of Min

SV is about 20% lower than that of 'l\lin-EV, ;din-EV has runs several times faster 

than r..1in-SV [22]. No experimental results were obtained with the Best-Fit algorithm 
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in [22] but the analysis suggests high bandwidth utilization and a runtime that is 

faster than LAUC-VF but slower than l\lin-SV and l\lin-EV (Table 2-2). 

Although Min-SV and Min-EV perform better than other void filling 

algorithms (Table 2-2), we prefer the use of LAUC-VF for simulation purposes. We 

note that although the use of better scheduling algorithms (e.g. fv1in-SV) would 

improve our experimental results; they will not be a factor in the analysis of our 

results. Thus, we choose to use LAUC-VF for scheduling bursts in our OBS network. 

In OBS, the use of one-way reservation protocols like JET means that bursts 

are sent into the network without acknowledgment. However. the lack of 

acknowledgment means that intermediate nodes have to resolve the potential 

contention of bursts for resources. In the next section. we describe how contention is 

resolved in an OBS network. 

2.5 Contention Resolution Techniques 

Contention occurs when multiple bursts compete for the same 

wavelength/channel on the same output port simultaneously. In this thesis, we refer 

to the burst that arrives first at the node as the original burst and the burst that 

follows as the contending burst. Burst scheduling and contention resolution are 

linked closely because an efficient burst scheduling algorithm can help reduce 

contention. Figure 2.14 illustrates current contention resolution options. 
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Figure 2.14 OBS Contention Resolution Techniques. 

Wavelength conversion, deflection routing and buffering maintain full data 

integrity while burst segmentation maintains partial data integrity. Burst 

segmentation is used as a last resort to keep the maximum amount of data instead of 

dropping a burst. \Vavelength conversion can be llsed to different extents. Because 

the cost of tunable wavelength converters is high, researchers have to find ways to 

provide efficiency while maintaining the cost-effectiveness of an OBS network. 

Therefore, the use of wavelength conversion can be partial, limited-range and sparse. 

Buffering can be electronic or optical. Electronic buffering is conventionally present 

at the edge of the network whereas optical buffering is used in the core network. 

Deflection is the redirection of bursts to an alternative path in order to reach the 

same destination. The alternative route is a secondary option and may increase the 

end-to-end delay of the burst/packet. 
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2.5.1 Wavelength Conversion 

Tunable wavelength converters (TWCs) are devices that allow wavelength 

conversion at routers in an OBS network. vVavelength conversion is the process that 

switches a burst from its input wavelength channel to any output wavelength 

channel on the same link. The increase in the possible number of wavelengths per 

link (160-320 wavelengths per fiber in the near future), makes wavelength a primary 

option when resolving contention. We classify vvavelength conversion as follows: 

• Full conversion: Any incoming burst can be shifted from any input channel to 

any output channel. 

• Limited conversion: The shifting of wavelengths for each input channel is 

restricted to a limited number of output channels. Thus, the cost of the 

switches is reduced at the expense of higher blocking. 

• Fixed conversion: This is a restricted type of limited conversion where each 

input channel can only be connected to Olle or more pre-determined output 

channels. 

• Sparse conversion: the network can have a collection of nodes that have full, 

limited, fixed and no wavelength cOllversion. The use of algorithms can 

minimize the number of wavelength converters in an OBS network. 

The most efficient scheduling algorithms are based on the assumption of a full 

wavelength conversion capability of the network. Although this option is not cost

effective, it provides the network with an improved flexibility and several 

performance benefits that are needed to reduce burst loss in the network. 

2.5.2 Optical Buffering (Fiber Delay Lines) 

Due to the lack of optical RAl\I (random access memory), buffers called Fiber 

Delay Lines (FDLs) were implemented to delay the arrival of bursts at intermediate 

nodes. FDLs can be advantageous because they can offer lower latency than the 

delay suffered in dropping, redirecting, and retransmitting bursts when contention 
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occurs. On the other hand, delaying a single burst for a lms requires over 200km of 

fiber. FDLs can therefore only provide limited storage capacity. Furthermore, FDLs 

are needed for every wavelength in the fiber. They create more voids on the 

wavelength channels and therefore increase the complexity of scheduling algorithms. 

This added complexity causes scheduling algorithms to run slower and therefore 

reduces the performance of the network in terms of delay constraints and burst loss 

rate. Because the FDL technology is not cost-effective and offers limited benefits, it 

is acceptable in prototype switches but is not viable in the industry. Electronic 

buffering, often used at edge nodes for legacy networks, can be combined with 

optical buffering. However, this combination vvould be at the expense of higher 

network costs and higher complexity in the network. In this thesis, we assume an 

OBS network with no FDL buffers. 

2.5.3 Deflection Routing 

To resolve contention with deflection. the core router switches a burst to an 

output port different from its designated one. Although deflection routing has been 

studied for electronic and optical packet switched networks [23-25], there is limited 

work that applies deflection to OBS networks. Deflection can be applied in a 

wavelength, time, and/or space domain. 

• Deflection in the time domain refers to the use of FDLs (Section 2.5.2) to 

delay the contending burst. 

• In the wavelength domain, wavelength conversion is used to switch a 

contending burst to another wavelength in the same fiber and thus, improves 

the flexibility of the network [6]. 

• Space domain deflection allows a contending burst to be switched to a 

different output port and then follows an alternate route to destination. 

Following an alternate route may cause the contenting burst to arrive late at 

destination especially if the burst is deflected several times. 

\Vhile using deflection routing in an OBS network can cause bursts to arrive 

late at their destination, it improves the flexibility of the network. It can improve 
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network performance if used effectively (i.e. limited number deflections). Thus, we 

assume the use of deflection routing in our OBS network. 

When deflection is not possible because no output port, wavelength, or FDL 

is available, the loss of data is unavoidable. The contending data burst is therefore 

dropped. In the case where priorities or traffic profiles are assigned to bursts, it is 

possible for a contending burst to preempt an original burst. 

2.5.4 Burst Segmentation 

The concept of burst segmentation [26, 27] aims at reducing packet loss when 

data loss is unavoidable. To implement burst segmentation, [26, 27] use Time 

Division ~lultiplexing (TDM) to divide bursts into segments of fixed size. Each 

segment consists of one or several packets and defines partitioning points when 

segmentation is necessary (Figure 2.15). When contention occurs, instead of dropping 

a whole burst, the overlapping segments of a given burst with another are 

segmented. These segments are then dropped, deflected, or preempted. 

Data Burst 

Seg 1 Seg 2 Seg 3 Seg 4 

Segment 

Figure 2.15 Burst format for Burst Segmentation. 

There are two approaches to segmenting bursts when contention occurs. The first 

approach is tail dropping and consists in segmenting the tail of the original burst. 

Head dropping is the second approach and consists in segmenting the head of the 

contending burst. Under the assumption that bursts are retransmitted, the tail 

dropping approach has a better chance of delivering packets in the correct order than 
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the head dropping approach. Thus, we only consider the tail dropping approach. 

Figure 2.16 reveals the tail dropping approach. 

Dropped burst segments 

Original burst 

Contending burst 

time 

Contention 
region 

:Switching: 
. time 

Figure 2.16 Tail Dropping Approach in Burst Segmentation. 

An important parameter to consider in burst segmentation is switching time. 

The switching time is the time needed to reconfigure the node for burst 

segmentation. As shown in Figure 2.16, if the switching time is negligible (fast), the 

original burst would be segmented at t2. On the other hand, if the switching time is 

not negligible, more packets are lost because the original burst is segmented at t1. 

The switching time is therefore a direct measure of packet loss in burst segmentation 

[26]. 

Burst segmentation can be combined with other contention resolution 

schemes to provide better QoS in the network [26, 27]. [27] proposed to implement 

segmentation with deflection. Instead of dropping bursts when contention occurs, the 

burst can be deflected or its segmented tail call be deflected. These options increase 

the chance that a packet will reach its destination and thereby improve network 

performance in terms of throughput. However. this improved performance may not 

apply in the case of delay sensitive applications. The following combinations are used 

to resolve contention with burst segmentation [27]: 

l. Segment First and Deflect Policy (SFDP): The contending burst wins 
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the contention and the original burst is segmented. The segments of the 

original burst may be deflected if an output port is available otherwise it 

is dropped 

2. Deflect First and Drop Policy (DFDP): The original burst wins the 

contention. The contending burst is dcf1ected if an output port is available 

otherwise it is dropped. 

3. Deflect First Segment and Drop Policy (DFSDP): The node attempts 

to deflect the contending burst to a free output port. If no port is 

available, original burst is segmented and its tail is dropped while the 

contending burst is transmitted 

Although the combination of burst segmentation with deflection routing can 

improve the network performance in terms of throughput, deflecting the tail segment 

of a burst has several disadvantages: 

• The tail segments of bursts are deflected to alternate ports as newly 

created bursts. Creating new bursts require new burst headers and 

increase the processing complexity of the node. This leads to high control 

overhead with respect to switching times 

• Tail segments may be deflected numerous times in the network. Hence, 

bandwidth resources are wasted and contention is increased within the 

network. 

Using Time Division Multiplexing at the edge nodes to implement burst 

segmentation complicates network control. Although it may improve network 

throughput, it creates a high control overhead at every core node in the network. 

Furthermore, the point of OBS is to reduce packet-processing time at the core nodes 

with burst assembly at the edge nodes. Burst segmentation is therefore in contrast 

with the assumption of transparency and simplicity of OBS. Segmentation-based 

contention resolution will not be considered for the rest of thesis. 
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Table 2-3 presents a summary of the main advantages and disadvantages of 

each contention resolution method. These contention resolution methods seem to 

complement each other's strengths and weaknesses. Hence, it may be preferable to 

combine them to achieve better overall network performance. 

Table 2-3 Comparison of OBS Contention Resolution Techniques. 

Contention Resolution 
Advantages Disadvantages 

Scheme 

Wavelength Conversion Low burst loss Immature and expensive 

Fiber Delay Lines 
Mature technology; Bulky FDLs; more voids; Extra 
conceptually simple Delay; Limited Storage 

Deflection Routing No extra hardware required Late arrivals 

Burst Segmentation Improved throughput Complicated control 

Recent times have shown that network traffic is diverse. Applications have 

unique requirements in terms of bandwidth, delay, and loss. A substantial issue in 

next-generation networks such as OBS is the capacity to support the requirements of 

these applications. The network should therefore be able to provide some level of 

guarantees with respect to these performance parameters. In the next section, we 

define Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE). In addition, we 

describe and compare the current ways used to support QoS in OBS networks. 

2.6 Quality of Service in OBS Networks 

Quality of Service (QoS) is a term used to describe the overall experience that 

a user or an application will receive over a network. To this day, the explosive 

growth of the internet is fuelling a rapid increase in the demand for more internet 

bandwidth. Although optical networks can provide high bandwidth capacities, they 

also have to provide high end-to-end QoS. Because electronic routers are the 
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bottleneck in optical networks, their performance has a significant effect on end-to

end QoS in terms of packet loss, delay and throughput. Furthermore, network 

operators need to ensure that users receive good Quality of Experience (QoE) when 

using applications. 

QoE is the perception of the users on how well a system or an application 

performs in relation to their expectations. QoE also includes how well the user can 

intuitively use the application in a timely and efficient manner with no worries of the 

underlying network elements. Although QoE and QoS are related, they are not the 

same. It is possible to have excellent QoS but have poor QoE, as in the case of the 

flawless transmission of corrupted packets. The main difference between QoS and 

QoE is that QoS is measured objectively whereas QoE is a subjective measurement 

which needs to be translated in quantitative terms. Although network operators rely 

on QoS metrics to determine the level of quality to use for different services, it is 

critical to incorporate the use of QoE as part of our engineering methods. Hence, we 

can ensure a customer oriented perspectivc that can help us move beyond exclusive 

network pcrformance QoS metrics [28]. \Ve must therefore select efficient QoS 

mechanisms to satisfy the end-user QoE for any given application. In this way, we 

can create a bandwidth efficient and QoS-cnabled OBS network that supports 

various types of applications and provides good QoE to all users. 

Figure 2.17 reveals the classifications of QoS mechanisms in an OBS network. 

QoS can be provided from either the control plane or the data plane of an OBS 

network. In the control plane, QoS is offered through the means of routing and 

signaling. While in the data plane, the edge and core router provide the service 

differentiation. 
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Offset-time 
Differentiation 

Altering Assembly 
Parameters 

Figure 2.17 Classification of QoS 1\Iechanisms. 

OBS uses one-way reservation protocols (JET, JIT), which performs 

according to a statistical multiplexing paradigm. This type of signaling protocol 

favors the need for lower end-to-end transfer latency at the expense of high loss in 

the network. Thus, additional QoS support is needed to meet the demands of loss

sensitive traffic. In this way, high profile traffic is differentiated from low profile 

traffic. 

In an effort to provide service differentiation in IP over vVDM, several models 

were proposed, notably IntServ [29] and DiffServ [30]. The IntServ model, based on a 

per-flow classification of traffic, proved to be too rigid and non-scalable for large 

networks. On the other hand, the DiffServ model, which was based on a per-class 

classification of traffic, offered the scalability, flexibility that was lacking in IntServ. 

DiffServ is well suited for OBS because complex operations are pushed to the edge 

while the core is kept as simple as possible. 

Vve distinguish between two DiffServ models of QoS within an OBS network: 

relative service differentiation, also referred to as relative QoS and absolute service 

differentiation, also referred to as absohde QoS. In the relative QoS model, the 

performance of the network cannot be guaranteed in quantitative terms. Instead, the 

QoS parameters of a certain class are given relative to another class. For instance, 

the burst loss of high priority bursts is guaranteed to be lower than that of low 
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priority bursts. However, the loss of high priority bursts still depends on the traffic 

load of low priority bursts. Thus, there is no guarantee on the upper bound of the 

loss probability of high priority traffic [9]. On the other hand, absolute QoS offers a 

worst-case guarantee to different traffic types and offers an upper bound on QoS 

metrics. The provision of hard guarantees supports applications with stringent delay 

and loss requirements. 

2.6.1 Relative QoS 

In the OBS network, relative QoS is usually offered in the data plane, at the 

edge nodes. Relative QoS can also be applied at the core nodes, at the expense of 

higher complexity and higher processing delays. At the edge nodes, static QoS is 

offered with burst assembly. Here, packets are differentiated based on their class and 

destination. Specific attributes such as labels or priorities can be assigned to them for 

further discrimination at the core of the network. QoS mechanisms at the edge nodes 

include Offset- Time Differentiation [31], and Variable Timer-based Assembly [32] or 

Burst Length Differentiation [33]. In the core network, other ways to provide relative 

QoS are preemptive dropping [34] and threshold-based dropping [35]. These core 

mechanisms can be extended to provide absolute QoS. 

Offset-Time Differentiation based QoS [31] 

Offset-Time differentiation was the first approach to providing QoS in an 

OBS network. The basic idea of the offset-time based QoS mechanism is to assign 

different offset times to different burst classes. High priority bursts are assigned 

extra offset times and thus gives them a higher chance of being scheduled without 

conflict at the core nodes. In this way, the loss of high priority bursts is minimized. 

The extra offset assignment further eliminates the need for differentiation 

mechanisms within the core network. Figure 2.21 illustrates a case where the OffseL

Time based differentiation scheme is advantageous. 
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- Offset 1 - Class 1 (Low priority) 

--- Offset 2 ~ Class 2 (High priority) 

0~ ___ I~ __ E_X_is_ti_ng __ re_se_~_a_ti_o_n __ ~ ______________ -+ 

i time 
Arrival of new 
control packet 

Figure 2.18 Offset-Time Differentiation based Assignment. 

\Vhen the incoming burst has a low priority, there is contention with the 

existing reservation (Figure 2.18). On the other hand, if the incoming burst has a 

high priority, there is no contention. The high priority burst is scheduled because it 

has a large offset time. Hence, it can be scheduled after the existing reservation 

(Figure 2.18). The drawback of this scheme is that high priority bursts will 

experience long delays due to the extra offset time. Thus, the offset-time based QoS 

scheme may satisfy loss requirements but cannot meet delay requirements of high 

priority bursts. Furthermore, [36, 37] showed that this scheme can lead to unfairness 

as large low priority bursts will experience higher loss than small low priority bursts. 

Variable-timer based Assembly [32] or Burst Length Differentiation 

[33] 

Variable-timer based Assembly or Burst length differentiation is based on 

assembling packets with varying assembly periods. The assignment of the assembly 

time is based on the delay requirements of the incoming packets at the edge nodes. 

Because of the assembly delay incurred at the edge of the network, it is important to 

shorten the period of assembly of high priority packets. A short assembly period 

increases the probability of meeting the stringent delay requirements of high priority 

packets. This short assembly time is at the expense of an increased number of 

control packets in the network. On the other hand, the short assembly times mean 

that high priority bursts will be smaller and \vill have a higher chance of being 

scheduled in the core. Furthermore, packets with low priority are assembled for 

longer periods. Hence, low priority packets will form larger bursts than packets with 
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high priority. The effect of the longer assembly time is a reduced number of control 

packets in the network. A balance is therefore created in limiting the possibility of 

high control overheads in the core due to an excessively high number of control 

packets. The benefit of variable assembly periods is an improvement in the blocking 

probability of high priority bursts as well as meeting their stringent delay 

requirements. The drawback of variable assembly periods could be the requirements 

for higher switching times due to shorter bursts. 

Preemptive dropping [34] 

This scheme is present in the data plane. at the core nodes. Preemptive 

dropping consists in overwriting the resources llsed to reserve a low priority burst 

with a high priority burst, in case of contention. The preempted low priority burst is 

then discarded. The pre-emption can be either full or partial (Figure 2.19). The 

partial pre-emption consists only in pre-empting the section of the low priority burst 

that is contending with the high priority burst. Partial pre-emption increases 

complexity in the burst assembly process at the edge as well as in the core node. 

This pre-emption mechanism leads to fine class isolation but leads to a waste of 

resources for the preempted burst over consecutive nodes. Furthermore, a signalling 

protocol may be needed to release the resources of the preempted burst and thus 

increases core complexity. 

Full Preemption Partial Preemption 

Low Priority I X I 
Out Out 

Figure 2.19 Preemptive Dropping. 
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Threshold-based dropping [35] 

Threshold-based dropping is a scheme that limits the availability of 

wavelengths or a buffer (in the case of FDLs) to specific traffic classes. For example, 

if a link has four wavelengths channels available, low priority bursts can only be 

scheduled on two channels. High priority bursts on the other hand, can be scheduled 

on any of the four channels (Figure 2.20). In this way, high priority bursts have 

more resources than low priority bursts. The benefit of the threshold-based scheme is 

its easy implementation while providing differentiation at the core. Nevertheless, its 

efficiency strongly depends on its threshold adaptability to actual traffic. 

Access { 
For 

Low Priority 
Bursts 

Low Priority 

Low Priority 
--~------~~---------+C4 

Figure 2.20 Threshold-based Dropping. 

Access 
For 

High Priority 
Bursts 

In summary, the strength of relative differentiation is its simplicity and 

flexibility. On the other hand, the weakness of relative differentiation is its lack of 

QoS guarantees. We now describe absolute QoS mechanisms that offer guaranteed 

services in the network. 

2.6.2 Absolute QoS 

The intuitive way to provide absolute QoS in OBS would be to reserve 

specific wavelengths for high priority traffic in an optical circuit-switching manner. 

This approach can be seen as a hybrid signalling protocol that consists in combining 

the two-way and one-way reservation modes. End-to-end wavelength paths could 

provide guarantees such as no losses and negligible delays (two-way reservation). On 

the other hand, best effort traffic would usc the unreserved resources (one-way 

reservation). This approach can provide absolute QoS at the expense of inefficient 
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bandwidth utilization. An objective of OBS is to increase bandwidth utilization to 

service a maximum number of users. Hence, other efficient methods are needed to 

provide absolute QoS guarantees in the network. 

The essence of providing absolute QoS lies in differentiating between traffic in 

a probabilistic manner. Hence, the majority of relative QoS mechanisms can be 

extended to provide absolute QoS. The provision of absolute QoS comes at the 

expense of online measurements of loss probability. Hence, each OBS core node 

needs to monitor traffic statistics such as the burst arrivals and burst drops for each 

guaranteed class. Recent Absolute QoS mechanisms are based on Probabilistic 

Preemption [38], Intentional Burst Dropping and Wavelength Grouping [35]. 

Probabilistic Preemptive QoS [38] 

Probabilistic preemptive QoS in [38] is designed to provide service 

differentiation in terms of burst blocking probability. High priority bursts are 

assigned a preemptive probability that allows them to preempt low priority bursts in 

a probabilistic manner. Furthermore, the ratio of burst blocking probability can be 

modified between classes without affecting the overall burst blocking probability [38]. 

Intentional Burst Dropping 

Intentional burst dropping is a technique used to maintain the loss guarantees 

of each traffic class in the network. Authors in [35, 36] have proposed various ways 

to implement intentional burst dropping in an OBS network using Random Early 

Detection (RED). RED maintains the performance requirements of high priority 

bursts at the expense of lower priority bursts. Hence, RED intentionally drops low 

priority bursts to achieve the loss guarantees of high priority bursts. This approach 

can therefore guarantee absolute QoS. In contrast to offering absolute QoS, 

intentional burst dropping can lead to low link utilization. Furthermore, the 

implementation of this approach can be complex, as it requires constant online 

measurements of loss at each core node. Hence, network performance at heavy loads 
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may drop considerably due to longer processing times. The longer processing times 

will also affect the switching times of bursts. 

Wavelength grouping [35] 

Wavelength grouping is a variation of the threshold-based dropping scheme 

used for relative QoS. Wavelength grouping consists in assigning a set of wavelengths 

to specific traffic classes. In other words, each class has its own set of pre-assigned 

wavelengths for scheduling. In the case of Static 'Wavelength Grouping (SWG), the 

wavelength assignment is respected even if a burst cannot be scheduled on its pre

assigned wavelengths. Dynamic Wavelength Grouping (DWG), on the other hand, 

offers greater flexibility. If the router cannot schedule a specific burst on its pre

assigned wavelengths, it schedules it on any other available wavelength. This 

flexibility comes with a higher complexity of implementation than for SWG. 

In brief, although absolute QoS mechanisms can provide guarantees, they 

require complex implementations in the core network. These complex techniques 

may turn out to be too rigid to accommodate for the ever-changing types of 

applications and user QoE requirements. Furthermore, relative QoS mechanisms 

provide good performance while maintaining simplicity and transparency in the core, 

which is the essence of next generation networks - pushing the intelligence to the 

edge of the network. A good way to provide overall QoS may be to combine the use 

of both Absolute and Relative QoS mechanisms. This combination will help limit the 

complexity of the core network while providing QoS guarantees and good overall 

QoE for users. 
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3 Enhancing QoS in OBS Networks 

In this chapter, we highlight specific contention resolution issues that affect 

QoS in OBS networks, and propose a scheme to enhance network performance. The 

remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.1 evaluates specific QoS 

issues in OBS and describes the main objective of this thesis. Section 3.2 proposes a 

scheme to enhance QoS in OBS and illustrates its application to burst assembly and 

contention resolution. Section 3.3 describes the important metrics used to evaluate 

the performance of an OBS network, and Section 3.4 lists the predicted effects of the 

proposed scheme on network performance. 

3.1 QoS issues in OBS 

A major concern in OBS is the efficient and cost-effective resolution of 

contention. The loss of bursts due to contention needs to be minimized in order to 

increase bandwidth utilization and thus improve netv;ork efficiency. 

Currently, the best method to resolve contention is wavelength conversion. 

Vvavelength conversion makes use of multiple wavelengths to reduce contention. A 

burst may be switched from any input wavelength to any available wavelength on 

the outgoing link using Tunable Wavelength Converters (TWCs). Unfortunately, the 

high cost of TWCs means that operators have to limit its use in the network to 

remain cost-effective. Hence, the combination of wavelength conversion with other 

methods of contention resolution may be necessary to reduce burst loss in the core 

network. 

In electronic packet-switching networks, contention is usually resolved 

through buffering. However, buffering capabilities arc limited in the optical domain. 

The use of fiber delay lines is not practical and offers limited storage capacities. 
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vVith burst segmentation, the loss of entire bursts is prevented when data loss 

IS unavoidable. Each burst is made up of segments and only the overlapping 

segments in contention are dropped. Hence, packet loss is reduced and throughput is 

increased. However, burst segmentation creates a high control overhead in the core 

network. This high control overhead goes against the assumption of transparency in 

the core network. Furthermore, segmentation increases the number of short bursts in 

the network. Switching short bursts requires faster switching technology, which is 

one of the limitations of implementing optical packet switching. 

In deflection routing, a contending burst is switched on a different output 

other than the intended output port. The main advantage of deflection routing is 

that it requires no extra hardware for implementation, and is therefore cost-effective. 

On the other hand, it has several shortcomings. Deflected bursts suffer larger 

propagation delays in the network. This extra delay affects the end-to-end 

transmission delay of bursts. Hence, bursts may reach their destination late, and 

packets may be delivered out-of-sequence. It has been shown that deflection routing 

increases throughput at low loads [5]. However, at high loads deflection routing has a 

negative effect because a higher number of deflections increase the probability of 

contentions [5]. Hence, the probability of burst loss increases. Furthermore, there is 

an issue of offset time assignment when deflection routing is used in the network. 

The offset time assigned at the edge of the net\vork needs to be sufficient to prevent 

the payload (burst) from catching up with the control packet. Thus, if a large 

number of deflections occur and the offset time is not large enough, the payload can 

catch up with its control packet and unnecessary burst drops may occur. 

Deflection routing is not a preferred method in electronic switched networks. 

However, it may be necessary to implement deflection routing in OBS networks due 

to their limited buffering capacity. 

Eliminating the major shortcomings of deflection routing can make it a 

suitable candidate to support wavelength conversion as a method of contention 

resolution in OBS networks. Hence, the main objective of this thesis is to reduce the 
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negative impact of burst deflections on late packet arrivals and to improve the 

good put of deflection routing. For this purpose, we propose an Emission and Discard 

Priority (EDP) scheme in the next section. 

3.2 An Emission and Discard Priority Scheme for QoS 

Support in OBS Networks 

To accommodate the QoS requirements of internet traffic and to overcome 

the limitations of deflection routing, we introduce the concept of emission and 

discard priorities (EDP) in OBS. A good way to provide QoS is to have a service 

differentiation scheme that discriminates effectively between traffic types in order to 

meet their QoS requirements. The EDP scheme provides service differentiation at 

both the edge and the core by focusing on the performance requirements of current 

applications. As a result, the QoS constraints of traffic can be met, and more 

importantly, the Quality of Experience (QoE) of users can be improved. Figure 3.1 

illustrates the major applications present in internet traffic and their sensitivity to 

different QoS metrics. 

Video Conferencing High High High Med 

Streaming Video High Med Med Med 

Streaming Audio Low Med Med Med 

Email Low Low Low High 

File Transfer Med Low Low High 

Figure 3.1 Performance Constraints of Different Types of Applications. 

The emission priority determines the urgency of delivery of incoming traffic. 

This priority is based on the delay tolerance of each application type. For example, 
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Figure 3.1 shows that VoIP and video conferencing applications, which are highly 

sensitive to delay, will have a high emission priority. On the other hand, application 

such as Email and File transfer, which are highly tolerant to delay, will have a low 

emission priority. Hence, traffic with a higher emission priority has precedence over 

traffic with a lower emission priority. 

The discard priority determines the order in which bursts are discarded. 

Bursts are discarded either when contending for resources, or if their traffic class is 

out of profile when using absolute QoS mechanisms. The discard priority gives 

further differentiation in the core network. vVe differentiate between bursts of equal 

emission priorities with the discard priority ill the case of contention. Bursts with 

higher discard priorities are more eligible to be dropped than bursts with lower 

discard priorities. The advantage of discard priorities is that they create virtual 

queues at the edge nodes. Hence, a low number of hardware queues can still provide 

a high number of QoS levels. 

The discard priority of a packet is based on its delay and loss requirements, 

as well as its transmission protocol. For example, interactive applications are UDP

based (Universal Datagram Protocol) and hence cannot retransmit lost or dropped 

packets. Furthermore, packet retransmission would be useless because interactive 

applications are real-time based. On the other hand, responsive applications are both 

UDP-based and TCP-based (Transport Control Protocol) and further have buffers to 

improve QoE. Hence, packet retransmission is possible and useful because the 

requirements of responsive applications are ncar real-time. The retransmission of 

timely applications is also possible because they are TCP-based. We can therefore 

say that the transmission protocol is an important factor in determining the discard 

priority of packets. 

3.2.1 Burst Assembly with the Emission and Discard Priority 

(EDP) Scheme 

When packets arrive at the edge of the network, they are aggregated in 

separate queues based on their destination and delay requirements. The delay 
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requirements of the incoming traffic determine the emission priority of the assembled 

packets. Hence, the emission priority determines the importance of the burst in the 

network. The emission priority therefore provides static QoS classification at the 

edge node. A high emission priority means a high burst class. Figure 3.2 shows the 

format of a burst header packet (BHP) when assembling with the EDP scheme. We 

can see that there is an emission priority field and a discard priority field in the 

burst header packet. These fields are read when the burst header packet reaches a 

core node. In the case of contention with another incoming burst, the core node uses 

the values in the EP, DP, and BL fields to resolve contention (Figure 3.2). The core 

node uses the rest of the fields to determine whether the incoming burst can be 

reserved on an outgoing link. 

EP = Emission Priority 

DP = Discard Priority 

BL = Burst Length 

DC = Burst Data channel 

RI = Routing Information 

Offset 

Burst Header Packet 

Figure 3.2 Format of Burst Header Packet with the EDP Scheme. 

In our OBS network, we assume that the assembly period of packets at the 

edge nodes is variable [32]. Hence, the emission priority also dictates the assembly 

period of each assembly queue. A high emission priority implies a short assembly 

period whereas a low emission priority implies a longer assembly period. However, 

short assembly periods imply short bursts and short bursts imply higher switching 

time requirements. Hence, the padding of short bursts may be needed to ensure that 

their length/size is within the switching capabilities of the core nodes in the network. 
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3.2.2 Resolving Contention with the Emission and Discard 

Priority Scheme 

As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, each burst has an emission priority and a 

discard priority. Figure 3.3 illustrates the QoS classification of internet traffic 

applications. The emission priority corresponds to the traffic category and the 

number of hardware queues at every edge node. Discard priorities allow applications 

that are within the same traffic category to be subdivided. In this case. applications 

in the same traffic category are subdivided \vith t,vo discard priorities. For example, 

in the interactive class, VoIP applications have a lower discard priority than 

interactive gaming and video conferencing applications. Because telephone companies 

have set the real-time standards for telephony for over 100 years on their circuit 

switched networks, VoIP has higher QoE requirements. 

Critical alarms 0 
Network Control 3 

Critical CAM, 
Routing, Billing 

VolP 0 
Interactive 2 

Interactive Gaming 1 Video Conferenci 

Streaming Video, 2 Audio 
Responsive 1 

Client/Server 3 Transactions 

Email, 3 non-critical CAM 
Timely 0 

Best Effort 4 

Figure 3.3 QoS Service Differentiation with EDP Scheme. 

At any edge node in the network, each queue can only assemble a burst with 

one emission priority and one discard priority. Therefore, even though packets may 

have different discard priorities, the burst that they form must have one discard 
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priority. This issue can be resolved in several ways. For example, a burst can either 

be given the lowest discard priority present ill its group of packets, or be given the 

discard priority that occurs the most in its group of packets. 

Table 3-1 illustrates the possible cases of burst contentions when using the 

EDP scheme as a guide to resolve contentions. \Ve attempt wavelength conversion 

for both contending bursts before attempting deflection routing. Deflection routing is 

attempted for the losing burst. In case the emission and the discard priorities of 

contending bursts are equal, we use the burst length to differentiate. The shorter 

burst is deflected because it offers potentially lower throughput; thus, higher priority 

is given to the longer burst. 

Table 3-1 Contention Cases using the EDP scheme 

Contention Emission Priority Discard Priority Burst Length Deflection 

Case 1 Bur~t A > Burst B X X Burst B 

Case 2 Burst A < Burst B X X Burst A 

Case 3 Equal Burst A > Emst B X Burst A 

Case 4 Equal Burst A < Bmst B X Burst B 

Case 5 Equal Equal Burst A > Burst B Burst B 

Case 6 Equal Equal Burst A < Burst B Burst A 

3.2.3 Optimizing Deflection Routing with the Emission and 

Discard Priority Scheme 

Although several authors [5, 39, 40] have studied and analysed deflection 

routing, they were mostly concerned with the burst blocking effects of deflection 

routing. In this thesis, we focus on the more important disadvantage of deflection 

routing. which is the added delay that bursts suffer when deflected. Although 
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deflection routing will increase throughput in the network, it will not necessarily 

improve the goodput of the OBS network. Goodput can be defined as the useful 

throughput that reaches destination. Packets with stringent delay tolerances that 

arrive late at their destination arc useless. Therefore, these packets should not be 

considered as throughput because they do not contribute to providing QoS or QoE to 

the end user. It is preferable to drop the bursts that contain these packets inside the 

network to release resources for other incoming bursts. 

In this section, we describe a way of improving the goodput of the network 

using the emission and discard priority schemes. The EDP scheme helps to limit the 

deflection of bursts that have a high risk of reaching their destination beyond the 

limits of their delay requirements. Figure 3.4 shows the deflection routing algorithm 

that we use to improve goodput in the OBS network. The discard priority 

determines the number of possible deflections that a burst can suffer. vVhen a burst 

is deflected, we decrement its discard priority. Hence, if discard priority of a burst 

equals zero, the burst cannot be deflected. Furthermore, a burst with a lower discard 

priority has a higher chance of winning in the case of contention. Thus, when a burst 

is deflected and its discard priority is consequently decremented, its importance in 

the network increases. As a result, we can potentially enhance the chances of a burst 

reaching its destination within its delay limits. 

As shmvn in Figure 3.3, timely bursts have a high discard priority whereas 

network control and interactive bursts have a low discard priority. Hence, delay 

tolerant applications, which are usually loss intolerant, can spend more time in the 

network to ensure delivery. On the other hand, delay intolerant bursts cannot afford 

many deflections because of time constraints. The overall effect is that the number of 

unnecessary deflections is reduced and gooclput of the network is improved. This 

effect may not be obvious at low loads clue to the low probability of contention. 

However, this effect can be noticeable at high loads where unnecessary deflections 

cause more contentions in the OBS network. 
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NO 

Send Control Packet 

y 
Send Burst 

Contention? 

YES 

Search for next shortest 
alternative hop to 

destination excluding 
previous hop 

Is the next alternative 
hop available? 

YES. 
T 

Discard priority> 0 ? 

YES 

y 
... 1 Forward Burst "1'--____ -----l 

Receive Burst 

NO 

Ingress Node 

Core Node 

DROP and/or RESEND 
.. burst (depending on traffic 

type) 

NO 

Egress Node 

Figure 3.4 Flow Diagram of Deflection Routing combined with the use of the EDP Scheme. 

\Ve implemented deflection routing under the assumption that deflection is 

only attempted on the next shortest alternative hop to destination. If the burst 

cannot be scheduled on the next shortest alternative hop, it is dropped. In this way, 

we ensure that deflection routing does not cause a high contention probability in the 

network. Furthermore, we can say that deflecting bursts becomes a bonus because it 

is used only when there is an available next hop. To evaluate the performance of 
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deflection routing with the EDP scheme, we need to analyse the parameters used to 

measure performance in OBS networks. 

3.3 Performance Metrics in OBS networks 

To evaluate QoS, we define some key QoS metrics that reflect the 

performance of our OBS network at different traffic loads. These QoS metrics are as 

follows. 

Throughput - is the amount of data delivered per time unit over a physical 

or logical link. Throughput is measured in bits per second (bps), and is always less 

than or equal to the link/channel capacity. The maximum throughput of a 

link/channel is just its capacity. 

Total End-to-end Delay (T,lt-Ia,) - is the time elapsed from the arrival of a 

packet at the edge router until the delivery of the packet to its destination router. 

The total delay (Tdda,) is the sum of the burst assembly time (T"'(,lllbh), the offset 

time (Toffs('t), the transmission time (Ttx ), the propagation time (Tpror,), the switching 

time (Tswitch) and the burst disassembly time (Tdis",>,'lllbh). Hence, 

T delay = Tassembly + Toffset + Ttx + Tprop + T disassembly + Tswitch 

Tdis<,,>;,;,',obl) and Tswitch are negligible factors in the overall end-to-end delay. 

Deflection routing affects the burst propagation time. Therefore, reducing Tprop is 

crucial to improving the performance of deflection routing as a contention resolution 

technique. 

Burst blocking probability (P lo,,) - is the probability of burst loss in the 

network. We define it as 

Ploss = 1- no. of bursts received 
no. of bursts sent 

Goodput - is the amount of useful data received per unit time at the 

destination router. In our OBS network, we define goodput as the ratio of packets 
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that reach their destination within their delay requirements. Goodput is always less 

than or equal to the throughput. To improve the overall QoS and QoE of users, 

improving goodput is just as important as improving throughput. 

3.4 Predicted Effect on Network Performance 

The predicted effects on the network performance when using deflection 

routing with the EDP scheme are as follows: 

• Simple and effective service class differentiation at the edge and the core 

of the network. 

• Higher throughput than the drop policy where deflection routing is not 

implemented as contention resolution scheme. 

• Higher throughput and higher goodput than deflection routing without the 

EDP scheme. 

• Lower end-to-end delay due to the limited number of unnecessary 

deflections, which are based on traffic requirements. 
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4 Experiment Model and Network Setup 

In order to evaluate the performance of the emission and discard priority 

(EDP) scheme, we extended an OBS network simulation tool. In this chapter, we 

describe the simulation environment, present our simulation objectives and explain 

the methodology used to evaluate the EDP scheme in an OBS network. 

4.1 Simulation Environment 

For our simulations, the simulation environment shown in Table 4-1 applies. 

Table 4-1 Simulation Environment for OBS simulations 

Computer Processor Intel Core Duo 1.66GHz 

RAM 1GB 

Operating System Fedora Core 4 Linux 

Simulator Platform NS 2.28 

Programming Languages C++ and TCL 

Optical Burst Switching Module aBS O.9a 

We used the NS2 simulator (version 2.28) [41] as our simulation platform. 

The 1\'S2 simulator has proved to be a reliable simulation platform for various 

technologies in the communications field [41]. The OBS-O.9a [42] module was used to 

simulate our OBS network. The OBS-O.9a modllie had the basic functions of an OBS 

network. which included burst assembly, shortest path routing, scheduling, and 

wavelength conversion. 
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To simulate the EDP scheme, we extended the functions of the OBS-O.9a 

module. We added a variable timer-based assembly scheme [32] for packets at the 

edge of the network, service class differentiation. and implemented deflection routing 

as a contention resolution scheme. The appendix provides details of the 

implementation. 

4.2 Simulation Objectives 

We set up our simulations to investigate the added benefits of the EDP 

scheme to the performance of an OBS network. Hence, we evaluated the performance 

of the EDP scheme in terms of throughput, goodput, end-to-end delay (Telchv ), and 

burst loss Ploss. 

The essence of the EDP scheme is to limit the number of the unnecessary 

burst deflections based on traffic requirements. The use of service class 

differentiation at the edge and core of the network contributes to discriminate 

between these traffic requirements. We aim to show that the use of service class 

differentiation in the form of the EDP scheme can improve the performance of 

deflection routing in an OBS network. 

The objectives of our simulations are to determine whether: 

1. The option of resolving contention with deflection routing increases 

throughput in an OBS network. 

2. Deflection with the EDP scheme exhibits lower burst loss than 

deflection without the EDP scheme. 

3. Deflection with the EDP scheme leads to higher throughput than 

deflection without the EDP scheme. 

4. Deflection with the EDP scheme leads to lower total end-to-end delay 

of packets than deflection without the EDP scheme. 
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5. Deflection with the EDP scheme leads to higher goodput than 

deflection without the EDP scheme. 

4.3 Network Topology 

For our experiment, we used the network topology shown in Figure 4.1. The 

topology consists of 12 edges nodes and 6 core nodes. Each edge node can be viewed 

as the link to a metropolitan area network. Nodes are connected \vith D\VDM fiber 

links, which transmit data optically. The nodal degree of the network topology is 

N = 2.2. The nodal degree indicates the level of connectivity between the nodes in 

the network. We define the nodal degree as, N = 2 x no. of bi-directionallinks . 
no. of nodes 

Figure 4.1 OBS Network of 12 Edge Nodes and 6 Core Nodes. 

Our experiments were done under the following assumptions. 

• The offset time is always large enough to prevent a burst from 

catching up with its corresponding burst header packet. 

• There is no wavelength conversion and no optical buffering (FDLs) at 

all nodes in the network. 
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• The burst length depends on a variable period of assembly and a 

maximum burst length. 

• The JET protocol is used to reserve network resources. 

• The LAUC-VF algorithm is used to schedule bursts at all nodes. 

• Djikstra's shortest path routing algorithm is used for routing bursts in 

the network. 

• There is a uniform distribution of packets within each traffic class. 

• There is a uniform distribution of the delay requirements of packets 

within each traffic class. 

• The period of burst disassembly is negligible. 

4.4 Simulation Parameters 

In this section, we present the simulation parameters of our experiment. We show 

how internet traffic is generated at the edge nodes and describe its distribution 

within each traffic class. 

4.4.1 Basic Setup 

Table 4-2 illustrates the configurations of our OBS network. We limited the 

number of data channels and control chanllels to 1 in order to prevent the use of 

wavelength conversion. This limitation allowed us to strictly evaluate the effect of 

deflection routing in the OBS network. 

The maximum burst length was 1 l'vlegabyte (~IB). This length is reached if 

and only if the burst queue is filled before the burst assembly period is over. Hence, 

a 1MB burst is a burst which was assembled based on the maximum burst length 

instead of a maximum period of burst assembly. 
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We set an offset time of 50 microseconds (flS) to ensure that burst payloads 

never reached their destination before their respective burst header packets. The link 

delay varied between 1 and 3 milliseconds (IllS). This link delay corresponds to a 

distance ranging from 300 to 900 km between a node pair. 

Table 4-2 Simulation Parameters of OBS Network simulation 

Bandwidth per Channel 1 Gbps 

Number of Data Channels 

Number of Control Channels 

Link Delay 1-3 ms 

Offset Time 50 /ls 

Switching Time of Control Packet 1 /ls 

Packet Size 1000 bytes 

Maximum Burst Length (L) 1MB 

4.4.2 Traffic Generators 

In order to model the burstiness and self-similarity of data traffic, we 

generated traffic according to a heavy-tailed Pareto distribution. Authors in [43] 

shmved that multiplexing several heavy tailed Pareto distributions into the same 

queue can generate self-similar traffic. This distribution has the function 

F(x) = 1- _1_ where a is the shape parameter (tail index) that indicates the tail-
x a 

heaviness of the distribution. Traffic of self-similar nature is characterised by the 

(3-a) . 
Hurst parameter, H = where 1 < a < 2. In our expenment, a = 1.2 and thus 

2 

the Hurst parameter H = 0.9. 
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Incoming traffic is generated using ON-OFF sources as shown in Figure 4.2. 

Packet Length/Gap Distribution 

_ik.c;,_~o,- ... $'?~- ~;>' 

Load 
ri:,,\,Ll~· 

L __ _~~~~~~7~ 

P(OFF) P(ON) time 

Figure 4.2 Traffic Source Generated using O:'-J-OFF Periods. 

The ON and OFF periods are Pareto distributed. The traffic load per source 

is the mean size of ON periods over the mean size of ON and OFF periods. 

ONi 
Li = ==----=== 

ONi+OFFi 

The total load L is therefore the sum of loads Li generated by each source i. 

Hence, given N sources, 

4.4.3 Service Class Differentiation 

Table 4-3 illustrates the distribution of different application types and the 

range of their delay requirements. Network control and interactive applications each 

represented 20% of the data traffic while responsive and timely applications made up 

the remaining traffic. 
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Table 4-3 Traffic Class Configuration for Burst Assembly 

Input Traffic 
Delay 

Assembly Emission Discard 
Traffic Class Tolerance 

Ratio 
(ms) 

Period (ms) Priority Priority 

Network 
20% 50-70 45 - 85 3 1 

control 

Interacti ve 20% 80 - 100 75 - 105 2 0 

Responsive 30% 110 - 130 105 - 135 1 2 

Timely 30% 140 - 160 135 - 165 0 3 

The emission and discard priorities of the data traffic varied between 0 and 3 

(Table 4-3). ::Jetwork control applications had the highest emission priority because 

they are necessary for the correct operation of the network. Although interactive 

applications have a high sensitivity to loss, they had the lowest discard priority. This 

low discard priority means that the application has stringent delay requirements and 

thus is not favorable to deflection. End-to-end delay (T(ki<')) is more important than 

loss (Plo,,) in the case of interactive applications as late arrivals are unacceptable. 

4.5 Simulation Cases 

Our experiment investigated the cases of no-deflection, deflection and 

deflection with the EDP scheme. 

Case 1 - No-deflection 

In the case of no-deflection. the only method of contention resolution is the 

drop policy. Hence. if a burst cannot be scheduled. it is dropped. 
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Case 2 - Deflection 

In the case of deflection, we implemented a deflection routing algorithm of 

order 1. In other words, def1ection is only attempted on the next shortest alternative 

hop to destination. However, there is no limit to the possible number of deflections 

on a burst until it reaches its destination. If a burst cannot be scheduled on the next 

alternative hop, it is dropped. 

Case 3 - Deflection with EDP scheme 

In the case of def1ection with the EDP scheme, we also implemented a 

deflection routing algorithm of order 1. However, the number of burst deflections is 

the limited, based on the emission and discard priority of the burst. If a burst cannot 

be scheduled on the next alternative hop, it is dropped. 

In the next chapter, we present and analyse the results obtained from 

simulating the cases of no-def1ection, deflection and deflection with the EDP scheme. 
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5 Experimental Results and Analysis 

This chapter presents an evaluation of the performance of deflecting bursts 

with the EDP scheme using Lhe NS2 frame'v\'ork. The objective of our work is to 

make deflection routing a suitable candidate for supporting wavelength conversion as 

a method of contention resolution in OBS. To achieve our objective, we aim at 

reducing the late arrivals of delay intolerant packets at their destination due to 

deflection. Burst deflection would therefore have a lesser effect on packet latency in 

the netv·;ork. 

The key QoS metric in our experiment is goodput. However, good put is 

dependent on other intermediate QoS metrics. Improving the goodput of deflection 

routing implies a high throughput and a low number of late packet arrivals. Figure 

5.1 shows the dependencies that link these intermediate QoS metrics to goodput. 

The highlighted boxes represent the QoS metrics used to evaluate the deflection with 

EDP scheme in the subsequent sections of this chapter. 

Burst Deflections 

Number of Hops 

Burst Size 

Bursts Sent 

Burst Loss 

Burst 
Assembly Delay 

End-to-end 
Transmission Dela 

Bursts Received 

Burst Size 

Delay Tolerance 

Total 
End-to-end Delay 

Throughput 

Goodput 

Late Arrivals 

Figure 5.1 Dependency Graph of the Performance r..!fetrics in our OBS Network. 
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This chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.1 demonstrates that our 

simulator exhibits the correct and predictable behaviour. Section 5.2 analyses the 

results obtained from measuring the throughput-related performance metrics (Figure 

5.1). In Section 5.3, we examine the results obtained from measuring the delay

related performance metrics (Figure 5.1). Section 5.4 analyses the results of the 

overall good put measured during our experiment. Section 5.5 summarizes the 

analysis of our results and Section 5.6 describes the limitations of our experiment. 

5.1 System Validation 

To verify the predictability of our network simulator, we collected data that 

would help us ensure the correct behavior of the simulator. Our network consisted of 

12 edge nodes and 6 core nodes. Only the edge nodes could generate traffic. The 

maximum data rate of each edge node was 1Gb, and thus the maximum sending rate 

of the entire network was 12Gb/s. The traffic load L is the ratio of data sent per 

link and the maximum data rate per link. Therefore, when the load L = 1 we expect 

the data sent to approach 12Gb for a simulation time of 1 second. We also expect 

the data sent to be proportional to the traffic load. 

As the load increases, we expect a higher loss of data in the network. The 

increase in data loss is due to a higher load. which implies that a high number of 

bursts arc competing for network resources. As a result, the availability of resources 

in the OBS network is reduced. Figure 5.2 illustrates the collection of data sent and 

data received versus traffic load. 
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Figure 5.3 Data Loss venoms Traffic Load. 
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In Figure 5.2, we observe that the data sent increases as the load increases. 

As the load approaches L = 1, the data sent approaches 12Gb as predicted. We also 

see that the plot of the data sent against the traffic load is linear. Hence, as expected 

the amount of data sent is proportional to the traffic load. In addition, Figure 5.2 

shows that the amount of data received increases as the load increases. However, 

when the load L ~ 0.7, the amount of data received becomes saturated even though 

the data sent keeps increasing. This saturation condition indicates that the 

availability of network resources decreases rapidly when the traffic load is high. 

Hence, we observe that as the load increases, the space between the plot of data sent 

and the plot of the data received expands. This expanding space represents the 

expected increase in data loss. Figure 5.3 shows the plot of data loss against the 

traffic load. The amount of data loss is the difference between the amount of data 

sent and the amount of data received (Figure 5.2). 

5.2 Throughput Analysis 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the EDP scheme using the 

QoS metrics that are linked to throughput (Figure 5.1). We then analyse the results 

obtained from measuring the overall throughput. For the remainder of this chapter, 

we will refer to the no-deflection scheme as case 1, to the deflection scheme as case 2 

and to the deflection with EDP scheme as case 3. 

Figure 5.4 shows the burst loss probability versus traffic load for case 1, 2 and 

3. In the simulation environment, the probability of losing bursts is the ratio between 

the number of bursts lost and the number of bursts sent in the network. 
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Figure 5.4 Burst Loss Probability versus Traffic Load 

\Ve observe that at low loads, case 2 performs better than case 1 and case 3. 

Case 2 performs better at low loads because all bursts can suffer an unlimited 

number of deflections and the availability of network resources is high. Hence, the 

majority of deflected bursts eventually reach their destination. However, we notice 

that at loads L >= 0.8, case 3 has lower burst loss than case 1 and case 2. As the 

load increases, the number of bursts generated increases and therefore the 

probability of contention increases. Attempting too many burst deflections further 

increases the probability of contention when the traffic load is high. Hence, we see 

that case 2 has a negative effect on burst loss at high loads. On the other hand, case 

3 deflects bursts selectively and therefore avoids this negative effect at high traffic 

loads. The difference between case 2 and case 3 for L >= 0.8 is of the order 10-2 in 

terms of burst loss probability. This difference represents approximately 20MB, 

which is significant. 
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Figure 5.5 illustrates the average size of bursts received versus the traffic load 

for each contention resolution scheme. 
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Figure 5.5 Average Size of Bursts Received versus Traffic Load. 

We notice that the average size of bursts increases with increasing traffic 

load. As the traffic load becomes higher, the rate at which bursts are assembled 

increases. Thus, the burst size will be larger for a high rate of assembly than for a 

low rate of assembly. The maximum burst size is 1MB and we can see that the 

average burst size is always less than the maximum burst size. vVhen 0.4 ~ L ~ 0.9, 

we observe that the average burst size of case 3 is the highest. This higher average 

burst size is because the EDP scheme in case 3 uses delay tolerance as a criterion to 

discriminate between bursts. Delay tolerant bursts are more favored for deflection 

than delay intolerant bursts. Therefore, the majority of deflected bursts that reach 

their destination in case 3 will be delay tolerant. In addition, bursts that are delay 

tolerant have the longest burst assembly delay. This extended burst assembly period 
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means that delay tolerant bursts have the largest size. As a result, the large burst 

size of delay tolerant bursts will increase the average size of bursts received in case 3. 

Figure 5.6 plots the number of bursts received against the traffic load for each 

contention resolution scheme. 
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Figure 5.6 Bursts Received per second versus Traffic Load 

1 

Vie observe that the number of bursts received decreases as the load increases 

in all cases. \Ve would expect the number of bursts received to increase as the load 

increased. However, we saw in Figure 5.5 that the average burst size increased as the 

traffic load increased. Large bursts are more susceptible to contention because they 

require more scheduling resources. Hence, the number of bursts received decreases as 

the load increases. Still, we would expect the throughput to increase because of the 

large size of bursts received (Figure 5.5). At very high loads (L > 0.85), we see that 

case 3 performs better than case 2 because it implements selective burst deflections. 

Thus, case 3 avoids the negative effect of the unlimited number of possible burst 

deflections present in case 2. 
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Figure 5.7 plots throughput versus the traffic load for each contention 

resolution scheme. 
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Figure 5.7 Throughput versus Traffic Load. 

1 

As expected, we see that the throughput increases with increasing traffic load. 

\ V e also notice that case 2 performs better than case 1 and case 3 for loads L < 0.7 . 

However, case 3 has the highest throughput when L ~ 0.7 . Throughput can be seen 

as the product of the number of bursts received (Figure 5.6) and the average size of 

bursts received (Figure 5.5). Hence, the better performance of case 3 at high loads in 

terms of average size of bursts received, and at very high loads in terms of number of 

bursts received results in a higher throughput than case 2 when L ~ 0.7 . 

5.3 Delay Analysis 

In this section, we measure the performance of the no-deflection scheme (case 

1), the deflection scheme (case 2), and the deflection with EDP scheme (case 3) with 
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the intermediate QoS metrics that are linked to late arrivals (Figure 5.1). We then 

analyse the results of measuring the proportion of late packet arrivals. 

Figure 5.8 plots the number of burst deflections per second versus traffic load 

for the deflection scheme (case 2) and the deflection with EDP scheme (case 3). 
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Figure 5.8 Number of Deflections per second versus Traffic Load. 

\\'e notice that in case 2 and case 3. the number of deflections increases when 

0::; L::; 0.4, and then decreases when L > 0.4. This increase in the number of burst 

deflections for 0::; L ::; 0.4 is due to the increasing number of bursts contending for 

resources. Deflection routing provides extra scheduling resources and, therefore the 

number of burst deflections increases as the load increases. However, when the load 

L > 0.4, the number of deflections decreases because of the large burst sizes (Figure 

5.5) and the high traffic load. Hence, scheduling becomes difficult even when using 

deflection routing to resolve contention. We also observe that case 3 has a lower 
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number of deflections than case 2 at all traffic loads. The discard priority limits the 

number of possible burst deflections. If the discard priority of a burst equals 0 when 

a deflection is needed, the burst is dropped. As a result, case 3 carries out less burst 

deflections than case 2. 

Figure 5.9 shows the average number of burst hops per second versus traffic 

load for each contention resolution scheme. 
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Figure 5.9 Average Number of Hops per second versus Traffic Load. 

\Ve observe that case 1 has the lowest average number of hops at all loads. 

Conversely, case 2 has the highest average number of hops at all loads. Hence, a high 

number of deflections increases the number of hops needed to reach destination. 'vVe 

note that case 3 has a higher average number of hops than case 1 and a lower 

average number of hops than case 2. 

Figure 5.10 plots the average burst end-to-end transmission delay versus 

traffic load. The end-to-end transmission delay is the time elapsed during the 
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transmission of a burst from source to destination. Hence, this delay does not include 

the burst assembly delay. 
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Figure 5.10 Average Burst End-to-end Transmission Delay versus Traffic Load. 

We see that case 2 has a higher end-to-end transmission delay than case 3 at 

all loads. This higher end-to-end transmission delay is because case 2 has the highest 

average number of hops, as seen as in Figure 5.9. Thus, a high number of deflections 

implies a high cnd-to-end transmission delay. Figure 5.10 also shows longer end-to

end transmission delays as the load becomes higher. This increase in end-to-end 

transmission delays is due to the increasing size of bursts at high loads (Figure 5.5). 

The transmission time of bursts from the edge node depends on the link capacity and 

the burst size. Hence, an edge node will take a longer period to transmit a large 

burst than to transmit a small burst. 

Figure 5.11 plots the average total end-to-end delay versus traffic load for 

eaeh contention resolution technique. The total end-to-end delay is the sum of the 

burst assembly time and the end-to-end transmission delay. \Ve observe that case 3 
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has a higher total end-to-end delay than case 1 and case 2 when 0.3::; L::; 0.8. This 

higher delay is due to the large proportion of delay tolerant bursts received when 

deflecting with the EDP scheme. These delay tolerant bursts are more susceptible to 

deflection than other bursts and hence the delay they incur in the network increases 

the average total end-to-end delay. We also notice a sharp decline in the total end

to-end delay for all three contention resolution schemes when L > 0.6. This decline in 

total end-to-end delay is due to the high rate of burst assembly at high loads. Hence, 

the maximum burst size is reached before the end of the assembly period. As a 

result, bursts that are sent before the end of their assembly period will have a lower 

total end-to-end delay. 
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Figure 5.11 Average Total End- to-end Delay versus Traffic Load. 

1 

Figure 5.12 plots the percentage of late packet arrivals versus traffic load for 

each contention resolution scheme. 
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Figure 5.12 Late Packet Arrivals versus Traffic Load. 

\Ve observe that case 1 has the lowest percentage of late packet arrivals 

because it does not implement deflection routing. Hence, bursts do not incur any 

extra delay due to deflection routing. \Vhen L = 0.5, case 2 has the worst 

performance with up to 13% of packets arriving late, which is 2% higher than in case 

3. This difference of 2% in late packet arrivals represents approximately 7000 

packets, which is significant. We notice that case 3 performs better than case 2 at all 

loads. In contrast to case 2, case 3 performs selective burst deflections, and therefore 

minimizes the number of late packet arrivals. 

5.4 Goodput Analysis 

In this section, we complete our analysis with the measurement of Goodput 

for the no-deflection scheme (case 1), the deflection scheme (case 2) and the 

deflection with EDP scheme (case 3). In addition, the efficiency of the deflection 

scheme (case 2) and the deflection with EDP scheme is measured in terms of the 

amount of good put per deflection. 
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Figure 5.13 plots goodput versus traffic load for each contention resolution 

scheme. 
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Figure 5.13 Goodput versus Traffic Load. 

1 

Goodput represents the amount of data that reaches destination within its 

delay requirements. Hence, as seen in Figure 5.1, good put depends on throughput 

and the proportion of late packet arrivals. In Figure 5.13, we notice a higher goodput 

in case 2 than in case 3 when L < 0.7. However, at high loads (L? 0.7) case 3 has a 

higher good put than case 2. Case 3 performs better than case 2 because it has a 

higher throughput when L? 0.7 (Figure 5.7) and a lower proportion of late packet 

arrivals (Figure 5.12). In addition, we see that the difference in goodput between 

case 2 and case 3 is minimal at low loads. It is important to note that although case 

1 performs better than case 2 and case 3 in terms of late packet arrivals, it has a 

lower goodput than case 2 and case 3 at all loads. Case 1 has the lowest good put 

because it has a lower throughput than case 2 and case 3 (Figure 5.7). 
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Figure 5.14 shows the amount of goodput per deflection versus traffic load for 

the case of the deflection scheme and the deflection with EDP scheme. 
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Figure 5.14 Goodput per Deflection versus Traffic Load 

1 

\Ve observe that case 3 has a higher good put per deflection ratio than case 2 

at all loads. As the load becomes higher, the margin between case 3 and case 2 

increases. As the load increases, the probability of burst contentions increases. 

Hence, it is important to selectively deflect bursts in an efficient manner at high 

loads. Case 3 applies the EDP scheme to perform selective burst deflections, and 

therefore performs better than case 2. We also notice a sharp increase in the amount 

of goodput per deflection in case 3 when 0.7::; L::; 0.9 . This sharp increase 

corresponds to the better performance of case 3 relative to case 2 in terms of 

goodput (Figure 5.13). 
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5.5 Concluding Remarks 

In this chapter, we analyzed the performance of the deflection with EDP 

scheme with the QoS metrics shown in Figure 5.1. In this analysis, we compared the 

performance of the no-deflection scheme, the deflection scheme and the deflection 

with EDP scheme. 

We verified the fact that deflection provides higher throughput at the cost of 

higher end-to-end transmission delay. We learnt that the deflection with EDP 

scheme has lower throughput than the deflection scheme for loads L < 0.7, but 

performs better than the deflection scheme for loads L ~ 0.7. We also noted that the 

average end-to-end transmission delay is olle of the key factors that affect the 

proportion of late packet arrivals. Indeed, the deflection with EDP scheme, which 

has a lower end-to-end transmission delay than the deflection scheme, also has a 

lower proportion of late packet arrivals than the deflection scheme. 

In terms of goodput, the deflection scheme outperforms the deflection with 

EDP scheme for loads L < 0.7 , while the deflection with EDP scheme outperforms 

the deflection scheme for loads L ~ 0.7 . Although the deflection scheme had higher 

goodput than the deflection with EDP scheme at low loads, the deflection with EDP 

scheme carried out fewer burst deflections, ,vith a minimal loss in goodput. The 

efficiency of the deflection with EDP scheme was highlighted in Figure 5.14. Figure 

5.14 showed that the deflection with EDP scheme has a higher good put per 

deflection ratio, and is therefore more efficient than the deflection scheme. 

5.6 Limitations 

We did not investigate the out-of-order arrivals of packets at their 

destination. Out-of-order arrivals are considered a limitation of deflection routing. 

However, this limitation is secondary to the problem of late packet arrivals that 

deflection routing causes. 
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6 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this chapter, we highlight our contributions (Section 6.1) and make 

recommendations for future work (Section 6.2). 

6.1 Conclusions 

To improve the QoS in OBS networks, our study emphasized the need to 

resolve contention in an efficient and cost-effective manner. We therefore proposed to 

combine an emission and discard priority (EDP) scheme with deflection routing to 

better meet the performance requirements of traffic in OBS networks. The proposed 

deflection with EDP scheme consisted in assigning emission and discard priorities to 

bursts in order to deflect them selectively in the core network. The objective of the 

deflection with EDP scheme was to reduce the proportion of late packet arrivals 

caused by deflection routing while maintaining its high network throughput. In this 

way, the efficiency of the deflection routing and the network goodput would be 

improved. 

During our experiment, we compared the performance of the no-deflection 

scheme, the deflection scheme and the deflection with EDP scheme. Based on our 

results, we showed that the deflection with EDP scheme outperforms the deflection 

scheme in terms of end-to-end transmission delays and proportion of late packet 

arrivals. Furthermore, we showed that the deflection with EDP scheme has higher 

goodput than the deflection scheme at high loads (L ~ 0.7). Although the deflection 

scheme has higher goodput than the deflection with EDP scheme for loads L < 0.7 , 

we found that the deflection with EDP scheme has greater efficiency than the 

deflection scheme in terms of goodput per deflection. 

In brief, the proposed ED P scheme enhances the efficiency of deflection 

routing with selective burst deflections. This higher efficiency is more apparent at 

high loads where the performance of deflection routing is reduced in terms of 
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good put. In addition, the EDP scheme helps to reduce the proportion of late packet 

arrivals caused by deflection routing and enhances the good put of deflection routing 

for loads L 2 0.7. Further studies concerning the out-of-sequence arrivals of packets 

are needed to determine the effectiveness of deflection routing as a method of 

contention resolution for OBS networks. 

6.2 Future Work 

Our work can be extended in the following directions. 

• Investigate the effect of deflecting bursts with the EDP scheme on network 

topologies of various nodal degrees. 

• Investigate the impact of the EDP scheme on out-of-order packet arrivals 

caused by deflection routing in OBS networks. 

• Determine whether the combination of the EDP scheme with wavelength 

conversion and deflection routing could further improve QoS in OBS networks 

in an efficient and cost-effective manner. 

• Analyse the effects of the EDP scheme on other contention resolution 

methods such as wavelength conversion, burst segmentation and optical 

buffering. 
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Appendix 

The following information may be found on the CD-ROM that includes the 

simulation software and the related materials: 

• Simulation Software 

• Simulation manuals 

• Research Articles and Related Papers 

• Thesis Document and Thesis Drawings 

Before reading the code presented in this appendix, please refer to the OBS 

manuals (OBSManual.pdf and OIRC-OBS-manual.pdf) provided in the thesis 
CD-ROM. 

The following code added in this section represents the important methods added by the 

author, which contributed to the implementation of this experiment. 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

The methods in this section can be found in the ns-obs-lib.tcl file. 

#method to set the optical link costs 

Simulator instproc linkcost { nodel node2 cost } { 

Ssclf instvar link 

set idl [Snodel id] 

set id2 [Snode2 id] 

if [info exists link_(Sid2:$id1)] { 

$sclf cost $nodel $node2 $cost 

} 

} 
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#rnethod to create several connections per edge pair and to specify the 
traffic load in the network 

Simulator instproc create-pareto-connection nEdgenodes nConnections } { 

global par 

set count 1 

$self instvar Node 

for { set j O} {$j < $nEdgenodes } { incr j } { 

for { set i 0 } { $i < $nEdgenodes } { incr i } { 

for {set k O} {$k < $nConnections} {iner k} { 

if { $j != $i } { 

#puts "count = $count \t" 

incr count 

set parsource($j:$i:$k) [new Agent/UDP] 

#loss monitor instead of NULL for sink to measure number of bytes received 

set parsink($j:$i:$k) [new Agent/l\ull] 

$self attach-agent $Node_($j) $parsource($j:$i:$k) 

$self attach-agent $Node_($i) $parsink($j:$i:$k) 

$self connect $parsource($j:$i:$k) $parsink($j:$i:$k) 

set par($j:$i:$k) [new Application/Traffic/Pareto] 

$par($j:$i:$k) attach-agent $parsource($j:$i:$k) 

$par($j:$i:$k) set packetSize_ 1000 

$par($j:$i:$k) set burst_time_ lOOms 

$par($j:$i:$k) sct idle_timc_ llms 

$par($j:$i:$k) set rate_ l!\Ib 

$par($j:$i:$k) sct shape_ l.2 

} 
} 

} 
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} 

#puts 'created pareto connection between $src Scles' 

} 

#method to start and stop the duration of the each simulation for 
pareto generated traffic 

Simulator instproc obs-startup-pareto-application { starttime stoptime} { 

global par 

set u [ new RandomVariable/Uniform ] 

$u set min $starttime 

$u set max_ [expr $starttime + 0.001] 

foreach name [array names par] { 

$self at [$u value] '$par($name) start' 

$self at $stoptime '$par($name) stop' 

} 
puts "started pareto sources' 

} 

IMPLEMENTATION OF DEFLECTION ROUTING 

The methods added in this section can be found in ns-route.tel, elassifier-base.cc and 
route.cc. 

TCL function that returns the distance between source and destination (ns
route. tel) 

Simulator instproc hopcount {src dst} { 

$self instvar routingTable_ Node_ link_ 

if ! [info exists routingTable_] { 

puts 'error: routing table is not computed yet!' 

return 0 
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} 

set i $src 

set j $dst 

sct distance 0 

set tmpfrom $i 

set tmpto $j 

while {$tmpfrom != $tmpto} { 

set tmpnext [$routingTable __ lookup \ 

$tmpfrom $tmpto] 

set distance [cxpr $distancc + \ 
[$link __ ($tm pfrom: $trn pnext) cost?]] 

set trnpfrom $tmpnext 

} 

return $distancc 

#rcturn 0 

} 

SEARCH method for alternate paths in static routing (route.cc). 

int RouteLogic: :search (char* asrc, char* adst,char * anhop, int& result) 

{ 

#define ADJ(i, j) adj_[INDEX(i, j, sizc_)].cost 

#dcfine ADJ_ENTRY(i, j) adj_[INDEX(i, j, sizc_)].cntry 

#define ADJ_NEIGHBOUR(i, j) adj_[INDEX(i, j, size_)].ncighbour / /pascal 

#define ROUTE(i, j) routc_[INDEX(i, j, size_J].ncxt_hop 

#define ROUTE_ENTRY(i, j) route_[INDEX(i, j, size_)].entry 

Tel& tel = Tel::instancc(); 

int src = atoi(asrc) + 1; 

int dst = atoi(adst) + 1; 

int nhop = atoi(anhop) + 1; 

int tmpdist = 0; / /temporary distance 

int dist = INFINITY; 

int trnpalthop = INFINITY; / /tcmporary next hop 

int n = size ; 
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int k = src; / /currcnt sourcc 

if (route_ == 0) { 

} 

/ / routes are computed only after the simulator is running 

/ / ($ns run). 

tcl.result(,routcs not yet computed"): 

return (TCL_ERROR): 

if (src >= size_ II dst >= sizc_) { 

tcl.result("node out of range"); 

return (TCL_ERROR); 

} 

for (int v = 1; v < n ; ++v) { 

/ / check to see if there is an adjacent different from next hop and itself 

if (ADJ_NEIGHBOUR(k,v) != INFINITY && ADJ_NEIGHBOUR(k,v)!= nhop && 

ADJ_NEIGHBOUR(k,v) != k) 

/ / if (ADJ_NEIGHBOUR(k,v) 1= INFINITY && ADJ_NEIGHBOUR(k,v)1= nhop && 

ADJ_NEIGHBOUR(k,v) 1= k) 

{ 

/ / printf("src = %d adj = %d adj_ncighbour = o/cd \n", k-1 ,\'-1 , 

ADJ_NEIGHBOUR(k,v)-l ); 

for (int z = 1 : z < n ; ++z) { 

if (ADJ_NEIGHBOUR(v,z) 1= INFINITY && ADJ_NEIGHBOUR(v,z) != k ){ 

tmpdist = getdistance(ADJ_NEIGHBOUR(v,z),dst); 

ADJ_NEIGHBOUR(v,z), v ,dst, tmpdist); 

if(tmpdist < dist) { 

dist = tmpdist; 

tmpalthop = v: 

} 
} 

} 
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} 

} 
if(dist == INFINITY II tmpalthop == INFIl\ITY){result = -1 ;} 

else if(dist != INFINITY && tmpalthop != INFINITY) {result = tmpalthop-1 ; } 

else { return (TCL_ERROR) ; } 

return TCL_OK; 

} 

Method to handle the functioning of the control (or BHP) packet 
at every node along its path. Deflection routing is implemented 
in this method (classifier-base.cc) 

void BaseClassifier: :handleControlPacket( Packet *p ) { 

int fdLcount; / /GMG -- added local fdLcount variable for passing to schedule function 

int alt_hop = -1; 

if( P == NULL) 

return; 

if (type_ ==1){ 

/ / Debug::debug("control packet'); 

Debug::markTr( address_, p );} 

hdr_cmn *ch = hdr_cmn::access( p ); 

hdr_ip *iph = hdr_ip::access( p ); 

hdr_IPKT *hdr = hdr_IPKT::access( p ): 

/ / double check to see this packet is of type IPKT with prio = 1 

if( ( ch->ptypeO != PT_IPKT ) II (iph->prio_!= 1 ) ) { 

Debug::debug( "Error incorrect control packet type' ); 

exit(l); 

} 

/ /PASCAL ADDING TO MODIFY PACKET PARA~IETERS 

/ /hdr->emission_prio_ = hdr->emissiol1_prio_ ++ ; 
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/ /G~IG -- for control packet, link receive method will not decrement 

/ / edge node electronic buffer; therefore, set ebuf_ind to 0 

hdr->ebuf_ind = 0; 

/ / Retreive the lauc scheduler for the next hop for the dest addr**PASCAL ********** 

LaucScheduler *ls = sg.search(getNextHop (iph->daddrO)); 

/ / cout «'current address'«address_ «'dest'«iph->daddrO«endl; 

if( Is == NULL ) { 

char debugStr[100]; 

} 

sprintf( debugStr, 'Laucscheduler not found for destination %s at node %d', 

iph->daddrO, address_ ); 

Debug::debug( _FILE_, __ LINE_, debugStr ); 

/ / if this error occur check the TCL illitialization of the laucschedulers 

/ / also check if the nextHop method returns the current next-hop. 

exit (-1); 

double bhpDur = ls->duration( ch->sizeO ); 

double burstDur = ls->duration( hdr->C_burst __ sizeO ); 

double curTime = Scheduler: :instanceO .clockO; 

/ / Note: the bhp is scheduled to leave at bhpStartTime 

double bhpStartTime =curTime + proc_time_; 

/ / the earlies the burst is expected to arrive is after the offset time specified 

/ / anyway will be held until the bhp leave (input fdl) in that way the burst is 

/ / tried to synchronize to the offset time behind the burst 

/ /double burstStartTime = bhpStartTime + BurstManager::offsettimeO ; 

/ / Todo: Introduce the guard bands in now! 

/ /But note that hdr->offset_time_ is altered if FDLs are scheduled, at 

/ / all nodes: see below 

if (type_ == 1) / /core node; note that for egress edge node, 

/ /the current function is not illvoked 

hdr->offset_time_ += (hdr->FDL_delay _ - proc_time_ -

hdr->tx_.delay _); 
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/ /Gr-IG -- added if block below to check if the newly adjusted offset time is negative or 

zero. If so, the 

/ / BHP is dropped. Note that the burst will have already been dropped, as it will 

have already 

/ / have arrived in this node. Note also that the case of zero is degenerate; we 

don't know if the 

/ / burst event precedes or follows the BHP; we drop the BHP in this case as well. 

if( hdr->offset_time_ <= 0 ) 

{ 

} 

/ /pascal checker to see why packets are dropped!!! eitha offset or no schedule 

counter++; 

printf ('offsetbased-drop count %d \n', counter ); 

Stat Collector &sc = StatCollcctor:: instance (); 

sc.updatcEntry( 'BHPDROP', sc.gctValue( 'BHPDROP' ) + l.0 ); 

drop(p); 

return; 

double burstStartTimc = curTime + hdr->offsrt time ; 

fdLcount = hdr->fdLcount_; / /GMG -- added passing of fdl_count to scheduler 

Schedule data = Is->schedData( burstStartTime, burstDur, fdl_count ); 

/ /G?\IG -- Adjust hdr->offset __ time_ for any FDLs that are scheduled 

if (FS_.option_ == 1) / / max # FDLs used per node 

hdr->offsct_time_ += (double)(fdLcount) * (FS_.fdLdelay_); 

else if (FS_.option_ == 2) / / max # FDLs used per path 

hdr->offset_time_ += (double)(fdLcount - hdr->fdl_count_) * 

(FS_.fdl_delay _); 

hdr->fdl_count_ = fdLcount; 

j****************START PASCAL SECTIO:\********************************** / 

if (data.channel() < O){ 

/ /check the discard priority of the BHP /BURST 
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Ilif discard priority is greater than 0 then continue else get out and get on with life 

if (hdr->discard_prio_ > 0) 

{ 

I I call the search function with current address and destination 

I I if search function returns a next alternative hop then attempt to schedule on that 

channel 

I I if data channel is available, then reduce discard priority due to deflection and reroute 

I I else drop the packet of course 

int next_alt_hop = search_next_hop(iph->daddrO,getl\"extHop(iph->daddrO)); 

I I Is = NULL; I Isetting back to null for future checks. 

if (next_alt_hop > -1) { 

Is = sg.search( next_alt_hop); 

if( Is == NULL) { 

char debugStr[100]; 

sprintf( debugStr, 'Laucscheduler not found for destination %s at node %d', 

iph->daddr(), address _ ); 

Oebug::debug( _FILE __ , _LIi\E_. debugStr ): 

I I if this error occur check the TCL initialization of the laucschedulers 

I I also check if the next Hop method returns the current next-hop. 

exit (-1); 

} 

bhpOur = Is- >duration( ch- >sizeO ); 

burst Our = Is->duration( hdr->C_burst_size() ); 

I I Note: the bhp is scheduled to leave at bhpStartTimc 

II printf ('old data channel %d \n', data.channelO): 

data = Is->schedOata( burstStartTime, burstOur, fdLcount ); 

I I printf(' attempt to reschedule for node o/cd \n" , next_alt_hop); 

I I printf("ncw data channel %d \n" .data.channel()); 

alt_hop = next_alt_hop; 

I I printf('hop %d \n" ,alt_hop): 

} 
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} 
} 
/******************END PASCAL SECTION***************************** / 

if( data.channelO < 0 ) { 

char str[200]; 

1* sprintf( str, 'Unable to schedule burst: %d in slot (%If, %If)', 

hdr->C_burst_idO, (burstStartTime * 1000.), (burstStartTime + burstDur) * 
1000. ); 

} 

Debug::debug( str ); 

printf ("dropped burst\n') ;* / 

Stat Collector &sc = StatCollector::instance(); 

/ /GMG - fixed following line; 'BHPDROP' was written "BHPROP' 

sc.updateEntry( 'BHPDROP", sc.getValue( 'BHPDROP" ) + l.0 ); 

/ /Packet: :free( p ); 

/ /Gl\IG -- changed the above from free to drop, to allow for trace objects 

drop(p); 

return; 

/ /S 2004/08/18 Dr. Garner -------------------------------

if (type_ == 0) / ledge node; update offset to account for 

/ / any electronic buffering of DB 

hdr- >offset_time_ += (data.startTimeO - burstStartTime); 

/ /E 2004/08/18 Dr. Garner -------------------------------

Schedule control = ls->schedControl( bhpStartTime, bhpDur ); 

if( control.channelO < 0 ) { 

char str[200]; 

1* sprintf( str, 'Unable to schedule BHP for burst: %d in slot (%If, %If),, 

hdr->C_burst_idO, bhpStartTime * 1000., (bhpStartTime + bhpDur) * 1000. ); 

Debug::debug( str ); * / 
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} 

Stat Collector &sc = StatCollector: :instanceO; 

sc.updateEntry( "BHPDROP", sc.getValue( "BHPDROP" ) + 1.0 ); 

IIPacket::free( p ); 

IIGr-.IG -- changed the above from free to drop, to allow for trace objects 

IIGrvIG -- added restore of FDL scheduler state 

FS_.FdISchedRestoreO; 

drop(p) ; 

return: 

double stime = data.startTimeO; 

double ctime = stime + burstDur; 

u_long chan = (u_long)data.channclO; 

lswitch.add( (unsigned 10ng)hdr->C __ burst_icL, (u_long)O, (u_long)chan, 

(double)stime, (double)etime, (double)etime ,(int) alt_hop ); 

I I lswitch.add( (unsigned long)hdr->C_burst_id_, 0, 0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 ); 

I I Scheduler::instanceO·schedule( slot_[iph->daddrO]' p, burstStartTime -

curTi me ); 

I IG~IG -- the BHP should be scheduled to leave the core or edge 

II 
II 
II 

classifier (i.e., leave the node) at the BHP start time; 

not the burst start time 

printf("ipd->daddress= %d slot= %d and current= %d \n" , 2, slot_[2] , 

address_): 

Ilprintf("bhpid %d and alt_hop %d\n" , hdr->C _burst_id_ , alt_hop); 

I I Scheduler::instanceO·schedule( slot_[iph->daddrO]' p, bhpStartTime - curTime ); 

liP ASCAL CANCELLED SCHED 

Ilpascal added scheduling to cater for possibility of alternate hop. 

if (alt_hop == -1) { 
Scheduler::instanceO .schedule( slot_[getNextHop(iph- >daddrO)], p, 

bhpStartTime - curTi me ); 

else { 

} 

/*P ASCAL - reduce discard priority and schedule for alternate hop 

- add to number of deflections.-* I 
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hdr->discard_prio_ = hdr->discarcLprio_ - 1 : 

hdr->deflcctions_ = hdr->deflections_ + 1: 

Schcduler::instanceO.schedule( slot_[alt_hop], p, bhpStartTime -

curTimc ); 

} 

II Method to handle the functioning of a data-burst at every node 
along its path(classifier-base.cc) 

void BaseClassifier: :handleDataBurst( Packet *p ) { 

if( p == NULL ) 

return; 

if (type_ == 1) {Debug::markTr( address __ , p ); } 

hdr_cmn *ch = hdr_cmn::access( p ); 

hdr_ip *iph = hdr_ip::access( p ); 

hdr_IPKT *hdr = hdr_IPKT::access( p ); 

if( ( ch->ptypeO != PT_IPKT ) II ( iph->prio_ != 2 ) ) { 

Debug::debug( _FILE_, ___ LINE_, 'Critical error: DataburstHandler received 

a non-burst ipkt" ); 

exit( -1 ); 

} 

I**********************PASCAL HASH SECTION************************ I 

Ilpascal- lookup for alt hop before deletion in case there is one. 

HashEntry *he2 = lswitch.lookup ((unsigned long) hdr->C_burst_id() ); 

I I if(he2 ! = NULL) 

I I { 
II 
II 

printf("burstid %d and althop%d \n', hdr->C_burst_idO,he2->alt_hop); 

} 
HashEntry *he = lswitch.erase( (unsigned long) hdr->C_burst_idO ); 

if( he == NULL) { 

1* critical error bhp is ahead of the burst or no scheduler found* I 
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j* char str[lOO]; 

sprintf( str, 'Dropping burst: %d', hdr->C_burst_idO ); 

Debug::debug( str ); * j 

Stat Collector &sc = StatCollector::instance(); 

sc.updateEntry( 'BURSTDROP", sc.getValue( 'BURSTDROP' ) + 1.0 ); 

hdr_cmn* tcpch; 

int npkts = hdr->npkts(); 

Packet **tcp_pkt = (Packet**)p->acccssdataO; 

while ( npkts--) { 

tcpch = hdr_cmn::access(*tcp_pkt); 

if ( tcpch- >ptypeO == PT _ TCP) 

{ 
sc = StatCollector: :instanceO; 

sc.updateEntry( "TCPDROP', sc.getValue( 'TCPDROP' ) + 1.0 ); 

} 
else if ( tcpch->ptypeO == PT_ACK) 

{ 
sc = Stat Collector: :instanceO; 

sc.updateEntry( "ACKDROP", sc.getValue( 'ACKDROP' ) + 1.0 ); 

} 
else if ( tcpch->ptypeO == PT_UDP) 

{ 
sc = StatCollector: :instanceO; 

sc.updateEntry( "UDPDROP", sc.getValuc( "UDPDROP" ) + 1.0 ); 

} 
else if ( tcpch->ptypeO == PT __ CBR) 

{ 
sc = Stat Collector: :instanceO; 

sc.updateEntry( "CBRDROP", sc.getValue( 'CBRDROP" ) + 1.0 ); 

} 
else if ( tcpch->ptypeO == PT_EXP) 

{ 
sc = StatCollector: :instanceO; 
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} 

sc.updatcEntry( "EXPDROP", sc.gctValue( "EXPDROP" ) + 1.0 ); 

} 
else if ( tcpch- >ptypeO == PT _P ARETO) 

{ 
sc = StatCollector: :instanceO; 

sc.updateEntry( "PARDROP", sc.gctValue( "PARDROP" ) + 1.0 ); 

} 

Ilfree( *tcp_pkt); IIGMG -- fixed this; originally was tcp_pkt 

II rather than *tcp_pkt 

IIGl\IG -- further change -- changed from free to drop to allow for trace objects 

drop( *tcp _pkt ); 

tcp_pkt++; 

IIUncommcnted out block of code ends here 

IIPacket::free( p ); 

IIGi\IG -- changed the above from free to drop, to allow for trace objects 

drop(p); 

return; 

} else { 

double curTime = Schedulcr::instance().clockO; 

double sendTime = 0.0; 

if( he->arrTime >= curTime ) { 

/* Life is simple the sending time is the arrTime - curti me *1 
sendTime = he->arrTime - curTime; 

} else { 

} 

/* Ok the burst came in late --* 1 
send Time = 0.0; 

II G;\IG the if block below is incorrect. The DB should always be transmitted 

II at sendTime. We comment the block out, and use the statement in the 

II else clause. 

/* 

*1 

if( type_ == 0 ) { 

char str[lOO]; 

/* sprintf( str, "Node-type:%d Sending the burst:%ld at time: %If, offsettime: %If", 

type_, hdr->C_burst_id(), 
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/* 

1000. * (Scheduler: :instance() .clock() + Burst~Ianager::offsettime()), 
1000.* Burstl\Ianager::offsettime() ): 

Debug: :debug( str ); * / 

Scheduler: :instanceO .schedule( slot_ [iph- >daddrO]' p, 

BurstiVlanager: :offsettimeO ); 

} 
else 

Scheduler: :instanceO .schedule( slot_[iph- >daddrO]' p, sendTime ); 

*/ 

/ / Scheduler::instanceO.schedule( slot_[iph->daddrO]' p, sendTime ); 

/ /pascal added hop count 

hdr->hopcount_ = hdr->hopcount_ + 1: 

/ /pascal added scheduling of next hop to include possible alternative hops 

if (he2->alt_hop == -1){ 

Scheduler: :instanceO .schedule( slot_[getN extHop (iph- >daddr())]' p, 

sendTime ); }/ /testing 

else{ 

/*reduce discard priority before switching the burst 

burst would be dropped if less than 0 in any case since BHP would have been 

dropped. 

} 
} 

- also add to number of deflections* / 

hdr->discard_prio_ = hdr->discard_prio_ - 1; 

hdr->deflections = hdr->deflections + 1 ; 

Scheduler: :instanceO .schedule( slot_[he2- >alt_hop], p, sendTime ); } 

/ /GMG -- if this is an edge node, the first link recv method must 

/ / decrement the electronic buffer fill. Set ebuf_ind to 1 

/ / and pointer to BaseClassificr for this case. For core 

/ / node, do nothing. 

if (type_ == 0) 

{ 

} 

hdr- >ebuCind = 1; 

hdr- > bc_ingress = this; 
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TOPOLOGY SETUP 

This code shows the setup of the topology and the configuration parameters 

used for the simulation. They are located in the maincase.tcl file. 

StatCollector set debug_ 0 

Classifier jBascClassificr jEdgeClassificr sct typc .. 0 

Classifier jBascClassifier j CoreClassifier sct typc_ 1 

# Per node bhp processing time is 1 micro-second 

source . .j..jlibjns-obs-lib.tel 

source .. j . .jlibjns-obs-defaults. tel 

source .. j .. jlib j ns-optic-link. tel 

set ns [new Simulator] 

set nf [open p2p.nam w] 

set sc [new StatCollector] 

set tf [opcn traceOl.tr w] 

set ndf [open ndtraceOl.tr w] 

# dump all thc traces out to the nam filc 

# note: as of now we do not support Ham tracing 

# @todo: intend to add nam-trace support 

$ns namtrace-all $nf 

$ns trace-all $tf 

$ns nodetrace-all $ndf 

#$ns rtproto Algorithmic 

#================================================== 
==================# 
# constant definitions 

# set the offset time To to 10 - 20 microseconds 

Burstl\Ianager offsettime 0.00005 

#maxburstsize --change back to 1MB = 1000000 

Burstl\Ianager maxburstsize 1000000 

#Burstl\Ianager bursttimeout 0.000008 

Burst.\Ianager bursttimeout 0.2 

#Burstl\Ianager burst_timeout 0.2 
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# set the bhp processing time 1 microsecond 

Classifier /BaseClassifier /EdgeClassifier set bhpProcTime_ 0.000001 

Classifier /BaseClassifier / CoreClassifier set bhpProcTime_ 0.000001 

# total number of edge nodes 

set edge_count 12 

# total number of core routers 

set core count 6 

# total bandwidth/channel (1mb = 1000000) (1Gb = 1000000000) 

set bwpc 1000000000 

#set bwpc 

# delay in milliseconds 

set delay Ims 

set delay2 2ms 

set delay3 3ms 

# total number of channels per link 

set maxch 2 

# number of control channels per link 

set ncc 1 

# number of data-channels 

set ndc 1 

# set the variables too. 

$ns set bwpc_ $bwpc 

$ns set maxch $rnaxch 

$ns set ncc $ncc 

$ns set ndc $ndc 

#================================================== 
==================# 
# support procedures 

# finish procedure 

proc finish {} { 

global ns nf sc tf ndf 

$ns flush-trace 

$ns fl ush-nodetrace 
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} 

close $nf 

close $tf 

close $ndf 

$sc display-sim-list 

puts 'Simulation complete"; 

exit 0 

#create a edge-core-edge topology 

Simulator instproc create_topology { } { 

$self instvar Node 

global E C 

global edge_count core_count 

global bwpc maxch ncc ndc delay delay2 delay3 

set i 0 

# set up the edge nodes 

while { $i < $edge_count } { 

} 

set E($i) [$self create-edge-node $edge_count] 

set nid [$E($i) id] 

set stringl "E($i) node id: $nid" 

puts $stringl 

incr i 

set i 0 

# set up the core nodes 

while { $i < $core_count } { 

} 

set C ($i) [$self create-core-node $core _count] 

set nid [$C($i) id] 

set string2 'C ($i) node id: $nid n 

puts $string2 

incr i 

$self createDuplexFiberLink $E(O) $C(O) $bwpc $delay $ncc $ndc $maxch 

$self createDuplexFiberLink $E(l) $C(O) $bwpc $delay $ncc $ndc $maxch 

$self createDuplexFiberLink $E(2) $C( l) $bwpc $delay $ncc $ndc $maxch 
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} 

Ssclf ereateDuplexFiberLink SE(3) SC(l) Sbwpe Sdelay Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Sself ereateDuplexFiberLink SE( 4) SC(2) Sbwpe Sdelay Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Sself ereateDuplexFiberLink SE(5) SC(2) Sbwpe Sdelay Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Sself ereateDuplexFiberLink SE(6) SC(2) Sbwpe Sdelay Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Sself ereateDuplexFiberLink SE(7) SC(3) Sbwpe Sdclay Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Sself ereateDuplexFiberLink SE(8) SC(3) Sbwpe Sdelay Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Sself ereateDuplexFiberLink SE(9) SC(4) Sbwpe $delay $nee Snde $maxeh 

Sself ereateDuplexFiberLink SE(10) SC( 4) Sbwpe Sdelay Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Sself ereateDuplexFiberLink SE(l1) SC(4) Sbwpe Sdelay Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Sself ereateDuplexFiberLink SC(l) SC(5) Sbwpe Sdelay2 Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Sself ereateDuplexFiberLink SC(3) SC(5) Sbwpe Sdelay2 Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Sself ereateDuplexFiberLink SC(4) SC(5) $bwpe Sdelay2 Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Sself ereateDuplexFiberLink SC(O) SC(l) Sbwpe Sdelay3 Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Ssclf ereateDuplexFiberLink SC(l) SC(2) Sbwpe Sdelay3 Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Sself ereateDuplexFiberLink SC(2) SC(3) Sbwpe Sdelay3 Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Sself ereateDuplexFiberLink SC(3) SC(4) Sbwpe Sdelay3 Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Sself ereateDuplexFiberLink SC(4) SC(O) Sbwpe Sdelay3 Snee Snde Smaxeh 

Sself linkeost SC(O) SC(l) 3 

Sself linkeost SC(l) SC(O) 3 

Sself linkeost SC(l) SC(2) 3 

Sself linkeost SC(2) SC(l) 3 

Sself link cost SC(2) SC(3) 3 

Sself linkeost SC(3) SC(2) 3 

Sself linkeost SC(3) SC(4) 3 

Sself linkeost SC(4) SC(3) 3 

Sselflinkeost SC(4) SC(O) 3 

$self linkeost SC (0) SC ( 4) 3 

Ssclf linkeost SC(l) SC(5) 2 

Sself linkeost SC(5) SC(l) 2 

Sself linkeost SC(3) SC(5) 2 

Sself linkeost SC(5) SC(3) 2 

Sself linkeost SC(4) SC(5) 2 

Sself linkeost SC( 5) SC( 4) 2 

$self build-rauting-table 

Sns create_topology 
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#$ns create-pareto-connection $E(O) $E(2) 1 

$ns create-pareto-connection $edge_count 84 

set simstarttime 0.5 

set simendtime 1.5 

$ns obs-startup-pareto-application $simstarttime $simendtime 

$ns at [expr $simendtime + 1.0] "finish" 

$ns run 
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